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This documer.t reports tLe results eL" _i:; ex.+,en::ive ser'_.s cf i'i_:!d Ic_!.: c,._,:'vet'_ -
t_on i.ests perfor::ed at TLe :2_e_r_: _,'-kce T:ente", ?lent; durin:: ]V(J_. He]i,;m
!e_]:_ge ',,'_.": o¢;r:'e!-_+e '] wi_n !ez]:_.ge cf ipol]e f"rope!i_nt, s r.ii,rcLTen tetru:.:ide,
mon_.n_"_ '_ __' -':a];'_'_'d"" _ ",-'z.:="'_J Aerezi :.,=-'_L,_ a:_] ._.polc EZ_ fluids :_a:e;',' w._,ter//,_]vco ]
(severa.l p:'oportle:.s], itydrc@en, o_.'Ker: , and n_tro{er,. In ,c::/<iJ.tion, sever_! cur-
rent] F ,L;eJ me'}:c,ds of' !:elitr._leak /etectien were evaluate]. :_.et_i]e,Jdes<'rio-
fi]ons of the a_)paratus and [.rocedures use,-], test re:_ul[s OL-L_..Led, theoretical in-
terpretatio,': of t?.ese res:2.1ts aL:-! ce:,c]_sions _r.] vecc__men.:]ak]cas dr:_:.m from
t:;e eFS_'"am are ..r__.n.J_ bu:m_arv ._'ra",qsrel._zng f]ubi ....... rates to :.e]i'.m
leak rates are }resented tub must be ,:sed with c:_tio:: (,_: disc._sseJ in :ection
5.O,:. This <.;or}: w_ks pr_r..are,J for the '","'._,.o±,Manr,e_ ....2o-_>e::raft :Te;:ter, ,,o._ ....... ,
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]his document reports the results of a t_.st pro';,am on l_,ak t:.;sf]no, and co:relar]on
of fluid leak rates, carrind out at the Boeing Sp:_c_-_C_-:s_or d_'ring the First half o r 1968.
Several rnelhads of hr_liuI':_ lea I-. rsie ,,,_a_u._r,_n,_-'-_- .-_ '_ wvre fe_._d, and compared. Experir,.er:ta
correlations '.',',_,',,d,::veJoped rween -.easured he;;um lea;: ra_--s and leak ra_es oos,.'P.,ed
for nine fluids used in the Apollo spac._craft_ three prc,p_l!an_s _'r._"roqen ,=, o,.,au, mor'_o--
methylhydraz_ne and Aerozlr_e-50); F_ve fluids rela,_ed to fl_e envir_n_'_ntal control sy:_rern
(oxygen gast _hree wafer "glycol solutions, arid potable water); alsd t':_g addltion::l gases
(nitrogen and hydroger,). The purpose o r :hls stud/ ,vc:s _o furnish data Bearing on t]_e
practical implications of helium leak reSt;ha cf Apo!lo :_7stems_ a .g., 're enable a decls;c,n
to be made concerning ,,,,'hat i_vc_ of ',_el;um teaka_e, r',_cisured by son.e specific tec_nlque,
would indicate a potentlat!y dJnf:;erous leakage rate to" one of ihe spacecraf_ flulds. An
addi!ional objective was 1o :_ssess the app_csbili_'/of ,nearu: col lea_aga calcu,a._ons
to the correlation of i_etium and Apollo Fluid le_k ra_es. The'.vo_k was designed fosuppor_
efforts of Boe]ng-Hous._or_ and MSC personnel in developing adequate !eakage rneasuren_er,_
methods for the Apatlo spacecraft
I .1 Program Origin
This work was initiated as a :usult of a r ,_'equ ....frorr. 3oelng-Houston (Reference 1)
and aufftorized according to Re.terence 2.
The. cr;g_,",al pro_r'n:n plan ',,,as set up during a r-.:_eting in Houston in Dece:r, ber 1967,
attended b'/ Mr. Austin B!a;r and t'.'._. Doug)as attested of'this [clborstory. The original
detailed sta;erner_t of worL: is contained in .P,ef'erer_.ce 3_ and a revised work s;afement is
contained in Re[c:r,._nce 4 T_".is repor_ if'eludes data deali_g with each item el the test
plan, w_th a few minor var_atlons in detail.
1.2 Program Obiectives
The prlmaryobiecti,,e, of this program was i'o corr_lafe_ measured he"_u,_'_leakage
rates and measured leakage rates of" severa_ Apollo spacc-crc_i t'lu_ds for various types of"
small leaks. Secondary obiecrlves included:
| . To compare the experimentally observed corru[ations be .... en helium and fluid
leakage rates with the predlc:,ions of theoretical correlations.
2. To compare the availc_Ble rn_tnods for measuring J_ellurr., [eak raies fro_ space--
crafl" componen,_s and .,__._,.'_t._-_, in order to sup:_o,, t Bee; _a-Houston. personnel ir, _he
preparation of adequate spacecraf.t leakage sp':_cific_iors.
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. " :_ r_t-, ;.-_ "L h • * "3 To gazn _xt. r._n cew,,, changes in lecl: , .:,e_ of vario-s Fluids wib_
exposure t]me,_ and to :J..... _tr,_; tl,:z eFfecls of cc:'_tarr,i:_c_ion, corros;'.,e attack on tt_e
leak, EtC. to old in understanding actual hardware Je.:;k s;tuafions.
1.2.1 Helium Leak Testing Mc'rhgds
Two basic insl'ruments were ut_iized; a Bendix rnas_ spectrometer and a CFC Leak
Detector2 [he letter ',',as used in several cor,qguratior, s, ,.vifi_ tke leak plumbed directly
into its inlet, with a bar'.d-held pumped probe m_v;ng ::cross the conlainer surface while
the container was fil!ed ,,,,ifl_ hat;urn, and .'.itr_ the leak area surrour_Jc.'J by an alligator
Boot, which was dlrect!ycor.nectedto the leak detector. These test n,ethads were briefly
compared with each ot.hPr ;. r_-:ards to ::ccur_cv cpd s_ns]}i'.'ity, and were also compared
with application of leak detecting fluid 1"oa pressurized system.
1.2.2 Correlation of" Helium and Fluid Leak RatEs
dgscrhr>@d in ,.uThis effort comprised the major portion of the laboratory work. As " "' ,t..,
experimental techniques seclion, three types of metal leaks as well as glass leaks were
tested. "lhe general procedure '.',as to measure a helium leak rate by an appropriate technique
(depending on the s_ze of the leek), to fill a reservoir attached to the leak ,^]th tesi fluid,
pressurize to several pressures, and measure Fluid leak rates. After completion of this test
the helium leak rate was then rer::easured to deter':,ine whether the leal. had been altered b't'
exposure to the Fluid. Separate craphs are presented foreach leak-fluid combination, and
a surnrncry graph for each Fluid is presented.
Each graph con:ains a curve of :he theoretically expected leak rate for the test
fluid, calcul::ted From the ebserved heliun: leak rate. These calculations are described in
Section 5 of this I:eport. Where the helium leak rates before and after fluid exposure are
quite d;fFerent, theoretical curves corresponding to both conditions are presented.
1.2.3 Data Applicable foHarJware Leaks
The chief conclusion applicable to actual hardware de,'Tved from these experiments
is the very great susceptibili: 7 of small ler::'-'s (10 -1 cc"sec of helium and Io,.ver/ to pa..'t;at
or complete Blockagn. We found it necessary to take vet/careful pr._cauHons, both in
system cleanliness, and in fluid filtration, in order to obtain reproducible data. This
suggests that any leak criteria based upon lhese results would probably be conservative.
Several "histor.cal " graphs are included, detailing the type of" changes observed with time






in leak rates of prapell,._nts in toe'.el te:/,'s. These probc',_.,t>'have nosc;entific value_ but
do represent tt'.e type of pn.e,,or_,enon which c'm; b_ antic._._,t_d in ac_ual harawal_ In
t ° r
order to overcome the difficulty ,.,,irk p,L,g:j_n_:, ,,<e nave mcge ext._r.slve use of glass
capillary lec_ks. This ,,..,c:snot done "o a,,c,;d ffuld--r:-'e._a! i_;t,_racf:ons_ _-._-tto enable '-s to
use a visual criteria For leaKag_ which allov,'ed us to run t___stswltl: microgram quantities
of test fluid_ thus cutting dovm greatly ti_e po_er_;sl For blockage.
2.0 EXPERIMEN[AL TECHNIQUES
]he techniqu_-s used far p:eparin::.; fast le._ks, for rnessurlng fluid lea_ rates, for
cleaning and assembling leak testing hardwar_._ and for pulifying test fl-ids undenvent an
evolutionary process througi_out the test pr_grar', in the section on specTf c test results
an at._empt l_as been rnade in each instance to identify the exporlmentat cor, ditlons in
surficier.,t detai! so that dat:_ ]:qterpretafion car, be mean;ngful. In the following paragraphs
an attempt is made to de.scrlb'.' how our tect;niqu._s evolved, and to express our thoughts on
the most satisfactory test procedures.
. '" oecan.e apparer,t lately uoon n-The meier exper_:nen_'ql alfflcult'/ which' "_ 1mined begi
ning the program was the very great susceptibiti!y of these small leaks to becoming blocked
or plugged. Although core had been taken to assemble a clean pressure system, the f_rst
law attempts to measure nitrogen l,:troxldo leakage resut,,.d in rapid loss of flow. Sub-
sequently the leaks v.'ere found to be clogged v.,it!_ a con,bination of Bright metal chips,
ino;'ganic particles, and a resi_'ous s_,bsiance, lh_. lat_er, accoid]ng io ir_f,ared spectro-
scopy, contained bath Kel-F grease arid same s_go'nlc compound coni'aining both alip'-_atic
carbor_-h, ydrogen and carbony! bonds.
The er, t;re sysi'em was checked, v.ith re_jat_ve res:_Its, to ascertain the source oP
Kel-F and organic contamination, tt may have been carrled into the leak From gages and
valves in the high pressure helium leak setting sysiem, or leached by N204 from gages,
valves and fittings in ihe test man;fold. The rr.oial chips v.'ele assumed to have come frorn
l'orquing unlubr_cated stainless steel Fittings.
As a result oftn's experience the entire c_pparctu: v.'.:_sd;s'_ssembled. All of the
...... _" -- " The weldedplumbing i_volved in leak callora_ion or ,_,_n- was clear:ed ',v:th great care.
or formed metal parts were degreased and cleaned using standard methods and then flushed
with filtered solvents. The valves, gages and other hardware were cleaned with filtered
solvents and the systems Utilizing these parts v.'or_ assembled in a clean bench. The
assembled systems ,.'.'ere then solvent-i'!ushed ag:_;n and evacuated to insure the r,-.-r:,ovcl of roll
t . M_l,ipo:e filters on ,,, gas inlets;de or all of the s/stemsof the sclven vapGrs The use of ' " I- . _I.e
insured against rec_ntamination.
. ...." I,$







The er.ti:,__ ._vstern ,.,-as rebuil" and el! tke valv__s replac,:d between the N20 4 and
hydrazine tests. Ir',spTte of this care cer. Y,-_rr,l .a'io,_ we ag,:,ir epcoJr-_ered .,vF,en ,,'.'o_k or:
nlonon:ethylhyd::_.zine ',.,'asBe.gun. The fueI _em_ved From _he appar::tc.s ofivr tl -:- _es_ w':_s
brow:', in color, and left a re_i,:!u_ On e.zapor::t;o:_. TFis difficulty v.os frcJced, ;,_ part, re
the use by tt;e rr,a,_,:facturer of KeI-F grease it, inserting a plug i_to t!,e valve body which
compress.:-'d a Teflor_ seal au_i ..t t!_e ball. Til," Ket-F was trapped _n a dead volume be,v,-:_n
two TeFIor, seals, where ordi,',ar>' cle:mi,_g clkJ not reach it, yet va!ve dTsassem._!',.,nlr,'c:r tlqe
test showed tha_ rnor'omet!_ytFycirazi::e had leaked pa;_ the Teflon seals into fhls volume.
Ir,.sp:te oftqt'ina. _ ever./Docsible, precautlor:, shn_t_of s!Jifti-,a_ the entire operation
into a cleon room, leak plugging anJ klocI, ing cor'tir'rued to be a major pro_len;. We have
not reported all cases of blacked leaks i:! the data section, but have included o representa-
tive sample.
2.1 Measurement of Helium Leak Rates
]he primary obiectlve of these measurements was to cal ibrate experimenlol leaks to
be used For studying leak rates of other fluids. Two maior approaches v.'el,.._us,-;d. Early
• , _l leak rates whereverir the program we us.:'9 a heli_,m feak d .... tar for ri_ec;surlrtg nL,]urr:
possible. In ca':_.s where o,_,r !eak _.were so lar._e that the detector was saturated v:e used
volumetric wa._erdisplacurnu't techr[que:. Towards tl_e end of tt',_.,program o_=rviewpc;r't
shifted, and we LIs_.tcJvelumetrlc htch"iqu_-s wheiever possible, usir:g the leak detector only
for very small leaks in tl;e 10-5 and 10-6 cc,,'sec helium ra.._ge. This reversal ;,' ,:ttitude-
was based upgr _h.t: vetsati!it,, of volu::,et:;c procedu,es, and the time ',equired it; cal;bratir,g
the leak detector. This opinion would probably not hold in the case of a program of routine
repetitive testing.
Several other helium leak detection methods were investigated briefly in order to
assess their value for leak testlr,g act,j.r:.! hardware. These included us._ of leak testipg
fluid, us,; of a probe and the helium leak detector, and use of an alligator boat with the
helium leak detector, all in connection with a helium pressurized leaking system.
Leak ";ra,us in this report ore g:,ve,: in cubic centimeters per second(cc/'sec). Leak
rates ",','ere actuoll 7 rneasured it: F.iliiters per second (m!,"sec), i,', standard centimeters per
second (scc,'sec), o, in atmosphere-cubic cer'timefe:: oar secor'd Ia_m-cc/sec), depending
upon the [ea_ _'est rr_ethaa _sed, and the units used in calibr'._tlng the reference standard leaks.
In comparison with the accuracy of the measuremer_ts and the scale on which the da,_a i:
plotted the differences be, _zeen these units are incons_..quential.
In the body of this report leaks are referr..,d to as being witl-lr, some range such as
10 -2 to 10-4 In all cases this refers to leak rotes in cc/sec of helium.
2,1.1 Helium Leak Detector
lwohelium leak detectors we,e used ir, this program. A schen',,atlc diagram of the
testing r':_anifold is show," it, Figure 1. At t;mes duri_g tt_e program a CEC Model 24-t20B
was sub_ti.,Jted for t'_.e Model 24-120A instrument _Jhawr,. lhis latt_.r model has two
additional attepual;r_r, factors of 5,000 ord !0,go0, b,.;7ond ti_e maxi-:,um atte,-,Jation












'" /'< ' _ STAr IDARD HELIUM LEAK
FIGURE 1. VACUUM M&NIFOLD FOR SETTING AND CALIBRATING
HELIUM LEAKS






how_,ver, was so.me','.'n_'_qe.L_ted by fh obs:,rvr_t_on '_ lit:or*: for t_e ''' ar.d low
• _"_ .- _ .no Lns: rurnen, could ryot _sch,. fa._ced and calircmges were sufficle::*i 7 r_,, e,._.n_ so tl_,._f _'
brated to use Both sels o r rc:n.ges ar rne same r_me.
An experimental leak '.*..asset at the desired value as ,rollo'.vs: The leak was m.ounted
within the vacuum n-,,anifold ;n .q_e s:_ec;_t forq'Jin 9 tool (Fi?ure 2). The leak detector
background recdir,_; ',-,'as reco,d.:._J. A Hasting_-P,_yd[st, Inc. Model PO--360-4 standard
helium leak was valved into tn_- mar'ifold, ibis leak had Been cafih, rs_e.J at the Boeing
Primary Standar,Js La.borate '/ and found re poss:-ss a leak ro_e or .5.70 x ]0-6 arm cc"sec,
,-r, _, noted, andwhile leaklng from 1 arm to vacuum atSZ°F. The leak detector r_so_n.,.: was
a sensitivity factor calculated in terms of arm-ca of helium/second,"lec;k detector scale
division.
Two other fixed rate standard leaks were used for calibr._tlng low helium leak rate
leaks. Avarlable leak rate glass caplli_srystc, ndard leak was fabricated and calibrated
by the Boeing Primary Standards Labo:afor v for use in calibrating relat]vu!y !arge test leaks.
i. _ p i.IThe experimental leak was ,h...n supplied wit!_ helium at ,he deslr_:d pr.: ,s'.,:':_, end
• " ' ,!,_s reading i:_crease and _h_, p,:._ _uu_l_the increase ,n _r's:rurr, ent r_ading noted. From '"" . ... "- "
t "calcu a,ed sensitivity facto,', the helium leak rate was calculated as follows:
A-B
Leak rate --- (atrn-cc,."sec) .... -B-.... R
where A :: instrument reading with barb standard and test ,ear's in s/stem.
B --: instrument readlncj with standard leak only in system,.
R = leak ra_e of" star-:-dard leak {n atr*:-.cc/'sec.
, _ea,. was then slowly compressed in t!m torquing toot until a detector response
correspondTng to the desired leak rate was attained. At this point the leak rate o r ti;e
experimental leak w';s measured at each pressure value. The leak detector zero reading
and sensitivity factors were checked periodically during these measurements.
2.t .2 Volumetric Techniques
r
Several types of equipment '.'.'ere used for these measurements at different _ _-.
every case hallur, was allowed fo leak front the ....,e_lea'., pressurized on tl_e upstream side. i
I with filtered gas, lqio a shot. _ lengih of Tygon vc_cuum tublng directly ottac_ed to the top
eta water-filled buretre. B__rettes rr_nging in volume flora fifty,microtifers to 100rnl were
used for various sized leaks. A levelin_bulb was attaci_ed to the bottom of the burette,
' and the time required to collect a knov:n volume of gas at room temperature and pressure was '
measured with a stnpw.:tch. All volumesp:esent*.'d in the data sheets are uncorrected,
I
ne at room ,%rnperaiu_e and partly or co::_- ,represenl;ng llt, m volumes c_t a,mbienl pressure,
' pletely safu_a ted '": "!,...... .....a _., vapor. Re:_m ten'pe,'._tvre remained quite constan_ct /0-7_ F
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• " ' t!:,PThe metal lea',.:s -sed ,,.' :h !_/dr_:z!r:e and ;_:ro :': re.hoxide v.:-.'e ctt:_c:_ed to _
pressure manifold shev.'n in Figure 3, .,vit!, :he !eeL- p!:_ccd i:'si-!a :he small glass c"'a_':ber
shown. This perrnl._tvd rqec.s,.,rerr_ent of the heliur_ lu:;k :::lie b), attach:ng the gas b_.:rette
to one of the glass s:de arn_s, ir_rr.cductlof _f test I!qu;d ir:to the reservoir, pressurlzstk_n,
measurer_,ent of the liq_::d leak rate Bysw.s.eping, follo'.','_:_J by _Pmoval of residual I_quid
by evacuation, and a rneasurernenf of" the f]nc:l hel_u::, leak rote, with minimum e×pos,;rv
_ leak to _' ' ' 'of ,h_ system or ,he _aooraror;,' envlronment.
-4
r_llInitially te_Ks it, the 10 cc/sec of helium fence '.',ere recast'red us;,_g the CEC
• :r ileak detector, due to tlle very long time period req.J_rud to collect su,, ciently larae
volumes of helium to measure _ccuratel'/. Later in ti_e procg,am the simple apparatus
shown in Figure 4 was develooed, us;ng a 50 :._icrollte_ Hc:r :;iton ....-'z' "',_r.g_,_cs a gas burette .
"_ ' ; ' 'i_:_'_ _ ' ' the 10 -4
, _ _0_ r:]fe5 ,n cc/sec I,-3n_: IThls proved to be very sui lag,e fQI" GIC'35U:i;'lg :)Cl
and with a little pallence could be used at IG -5 cc 'sec of he!ium.
To initiate test close ainch
clarnp.









1Dai'a is presented on four types of leaks, tn_t;._ll',,'we studied a c_anne, _/pe leak,
prepared by scribing a leak pc:th across the _'_ti.-,L;.... o ..r .... .,:_r_a stainless steel plu u._" When
this type of leak p:oved -o be very s'Jscep_ib',e _o bJocl:_.qe F_,_metal cF,ios due ro galI_na
•" ' ,_:_ng leo!.:. For l'::aas the lea'-:y fitting '.','as :orq,_ed d.:v.r,, r:_te:_,']c,n s!_f'_., _ ,o a c,usned ' '"
ECS liquids a glass capi[lar 7 leap ",'_'_suf_liz_d, and ,..'!:c,r i: prsved io .31'.'e saqsfactary data
• I ,-I " t" ,.,it was also used f_r the h','dr-_>_',ne, fuels. Finall/ ie_! _,e..:,. of" the J".vOny,_razlne ,U.JS was
studied througha loosety torqued stainlessstecl plug. Details of'i'l,e preparation of these
leaks are given in the followln3 paragraphs•
2.2.1 Scribed A,N Plugs
These leaks were orepared by scribing a small chant, el across the mating surface of
a t."4-inch AN-806-4S plug o,rty,p_ 304stainless s_eel, using a diamond scribe. These
plugs were then sealed to mating flares in l/-",-inch st:_i_,tess steel tubing, which was
attact,ed toe helium f"iliad pressure rnanifotd. The ass_ernbly was rr,oun,_ed within the special
tool in the entraqce chamber of the leak detector (_:ig,Jru-. 1 and 2) and the plug i'orqued
down against tl_e fixed backing nut un"il the desired leak rate was i_dicated by the
detector.
Scri_es were mad,'_ in "as-receave_ pIugs, in p,ugs ...... had bee:_ potlshed with
400 grit abraslwe to a mirror finisk. (and '.d',ose iric_es had been so potlshed't, and in plugs
which had been lapped int..', tl_e fi,2res utilizi_.g 400 g_it abr:Mve, by ,'grating the plugs in
a dril! chuck, until a hig_'i 7 po!ished ma'ing surface at least a r,:illh:_efe,. across had been
developed. In every case tI_e scribes were examined at 40 i'o500 magnifications, and
metal chips, dirt, and loose metal particles observed in the scribe were removed by brush-
ing and v,'asi_ing ',vilh reagent grade ethanol.
Test leaks v;kich _equired e'<cess:ve to_que in order to reach lay. leak rates were
found to be galled when..,sassemMed and observed rnicrosc,;pica!l 7. Such galled plugs
• i .
appeared to leak in areas _n addltlo,_ ._o the scr_ae and, _r'.some ,nstances, the scribed
path was galled shut. Laaplr, g of the fltfing allowed a red__'ction of fl_e sealing force
requlr_d_ and decreased tt_e aalling observed No luhri.:ation of the mat:ng surface could
Be used, since the fluids to be tesied would have reacted v, ith any lubricant.
One maior drav.'b:sck of th_s leak configuration was the fact that fluid, !laving
I - i
lea,<ed across the mattna surface through I'ne scribed ch.-:,_nel, was still trapped witi_in a
dead volume, and cou,d not _mrr._a_atelyevapo_ate into the sweep gas. Attainment of an
,br!umequil: " value _y the apparenl" fe::_', rate tlyjs recjuTied conslderalste time The sar:,e
criticism applies to the /ooseiytorqued At'd fitting leaLsdescrlbedbelow. Data fl'omone
o_ these latter leaks _Figure 15) suggests that it may take several hours to reach equilibrium, j
This not orly makes e:<peAn,entation extremely tlme-c_nsumlng, but also makes measurement











2;.2.2 Crushed Tubing Leaks
These leaks were trled because of the ti"_e required aF.aro'<irr, ately one da//ieak)
to prepare, s+':f, and callbra_e scribed leaks. Crushe_ ruling leaks were feund to be equa!ly
• • _. •satisfactory for _estlng, and required app_o:<_r,a.ely one-half as long to prepare.
These lea!'s were prepared by sm._s">in] _i.e end of 1/16-inch o_;tside diar._.et,_r lhin-
walled stainless steel tubing. In order to atiair" a chur_nel type te,_k a 0.C0]-inchf',ard
steel wire was placed h_side the tubing and the ,%_bing was first crlmoed as flat as possible
in a vise. By rotating the crimp 90 ° and closing t_e vise ;he cr;mp was opened enough to
allow w;thdrav.al of Phe v.qre, _hus lear;: g a channel ir:pressed in the flattened walls of the
crim p . The crimped tubing was ther_ placed inaspeclal t_cl For addlt;ona[ compression.
An AN plug and nut v,ere modified to crush the crlr,-,ped tube inside the vacuum
chamber of the leak detector, using the soeclal t_l of:Figure 2. This arrangement performed
adequately, and was used _'oset the crusJ_ed tubh-:g leaks in the N20 4 tes_ series. However,
apply_ngenough torque to crush file leak sufficier,fly was difficult. In addition the geometry
was ur_satisfuctory ,rot h?,drazine fuels, leaking at [airly rapid rates, where unevaporated
drops of liquid could {arm at the leak outlet.
For the h),dr:;zine tests a nut and bolt clamp was Fabricated (Figure 5) which was
suitable; however, it wou;d not fit the torquing device (Figure 2) in the vacuum chamber of
the leak detector, so that the leak had to be removed from the chamber each. time the leak
rate wasadiusted. Crushed tubing leaks made in the Figure 5 fixture were, therefore!
confined to the relatively large leak ra:.es wh;ch could be calibrated by volumetric di._place--
ment.
3/32' Die Hole Drilled
'-- lh;o,.gh 3air
---- .. , _ , : _ - p +_ +Test Leak I+,,"+"__ .+ / ?"{A / _+/++ S.?;+-les+ +_ + Bor
Tubing, 1/'16 :' O .D/ [_+ "b"'/" ]/" - ..r//-]r St':i_'t'++: S+_,t W._d_er +o/
_-.J _._- _,_++IL._'P+." , _ 3 / '
-_--.'--+ :! 7"-?-: " -.:+ +:?_'-
s i. ess r',!ot
L C++,a,+r,el Cut Into W,:+sn_r
to Allow Co+ 1.."16" Q.D.
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The fluid e._',er:;i_g from ,'his leak path v.as .-at a-<petted a!r _'ctl 7 into the sv/eep 9as
stream r since t!:ere was a sr:_c_li dead volume of 1/!6-ir_ch tu!_in: beysnd the leak. Ho,_-
ever the sweep gc_sstream was directed af ti_e exit of the tc,b;pg ar, d tended to aspirate
vapors from the tubing, and _Ite con.ig_.rati_n was ,_'uch more sa:isfaciory geometrically
than the AN plug leaks.
2.2.3 Glass Tubir'.g Leaks
1he difficul_', ,les experienced with the w_'r;ous metal iea_:s led to :he use of glass
leaks i'or the later MMH a,_d Aerozine-50 tests, as '.veJt .as For ,h_ ECS fluids These leal<s
were prepared By softening and dr.qwing do-v:_ Pyrex. gloss tubin9 to fo;rn fine capillary
orifices. In mosi" cas._-s the desired helium leak :ares could be r_ached byse[ec_ing o_;fices
with leak rates higher _han required,, ver 7 carefully fforr inc" the tip, and remeasuring the
leak rate until the desired value had bee._, oBfalned. Occasionally a !eak'..;as fused closed;
hov.'ever_ with prac':ce it was possible to fabric.::te glass, lea!.s of 10-1 to 10-3 range "_:. qu I, e
readily. Because of the measurement time needed, a_d tthe danger of flaming the leak
shut, 10-4 and I0 -S cc/.-ec leaks required several hO_rS apiece :-o prepare.
For the low pressure ECS fluid leak tesis at 30, 60 and 90 pslg, lhe _lass leaks v;e_e
attached to the pressure manifold'..-ith ]/4" _ 1/8" Tygon pressure tubina. For the fuel
system fluidsr tested a,_50, !50, and 250psig, L!_e a!ass leaks were attached tea metal
pressure manifold us:.ng t/4" nylon Swagelock ferrules a,_d backing nuts Ca_e in selection
of the glass tubing was required, since variations in glass diameter afforded some undersized
tubing which slipped out or the ferrules_ and same o,,ersized _ubing v:l;ich cracked. .No
difficulty was encounte_ed from ruining shattering at 2.50 _::sig_ and several I::aks were
successfully pressure chec_'ed up to 900 pslg. Nevertheless all tests were observed through
a heavy Ple:.:i_iass safety screen.
Figure 6 s!,ov.'s a series of pt_ol_.m c_oc_apns of the cross-.section of a typical a[ass
leak. The cross-.secJ;on ,,'/as prepared By embedding the glass tubing and carefully .grinding
it dowr'., ur, t'il the center of the leak was reached. This is the 10-3 cc/sec he!ium leak used
to measure fi_e leak rate of 35 percent glycol/'wo:er (s_±edata Table 49 and Fig-re 41). Note
that rt_e leak actually does approach a Iong_ cy[indrical channel. The cha,-net diameter is
0.0002--ir.ch, and the lersgtt, of the narrowest c';'li:',dr;ca] section is approximately 0.04-
inch_ so that the ratio of lengtl: _o diameter ;s gruate_ _,_,._,._100:1 . For tL_s leak at the
maxirr,_um liquid flow rat" of 2.65 x 10-5 cc,"secto_s._,ved at 90ps_g pressure difference)
the Reynolds number is 3 v,l,ilc for the rnax;_urn heIium f[o,v raie of 8.5 x 10-3 cc.,"sec
it is 17. Therefore both liquid and gaseous flow through tt_is leek would be expected to
be essentially laminar.
I
It is not known wheJher this geometry ,,,/as pr.:sent in all of the glass leaks tested.
Particularly in the case or i-!;e t0 -4 cc/sec h,_llum !eaks microscopic exo.minat;oq of the
_-,_ f_ov: rate had been obta;r_.d by shrinkir,:jintact leak appear__d to indicate that ,tt_ low
, the outer end of the ct;anne[ so that the le:k resfiict;on may nave' actually, more closely
' Tt"resembled an orifice _ltan a chant, el. is w'Js ever, marc. likely for a I0 -5 cc.sec he!ium













FIGURE 6. Pit©TOMICROGRAP!-iS OF ]0-3CC/SEC HELIUM GLASS LEAK





2.2.4 Abt Flared Fi;tir, gs with Light!y Torqued Plurjs
These consisted of a ]/4" steel _lu9, Tyrse At '-_06-4S_ a_'_clcl,ed to a 1/4" rioted
stainless steel tube. Leakage was produced by r'ailing t___ o,que Ehe backing nut suff';c]ently
to produce sealing. T'_is type of leak wc:s rested latu in t;:_ r_ograr::_ following con:plc._ion
of the glass leak test;n._:, as it was fel _ to be more .... r -,_-_
._p ........ a_;v,_, of ,'he type o[ teukage
which mighi- be encountered in an actual s_acecr_;ft. ;i obvious;/s'_ares with the scribed
plug leaks the drawback of reaching an equitibrlu.:, rio< rate to the s,,rround;ng at;_.._,sp!_ere
very slowly.
2.3 Ftu;ds Tested
]-he fluids tested were those called out in Reference z, c.r,d included three liqv;d
propellants _'nitrogen tetr_xide_ Aersz;ne-50_ and ":',or_ome_l_:,,l!_,/drazine), four fluids used
.in the environmental cor,._rol system (oxygen gc_s; 35 p,_'rcer_t glycol-wafer; 62 perceni"
glycol-water_ Type il wa_er/glycol_ and water), and t!_r:e additional gases; hydrogen from
the Fuel cells, and nltrogen and helium used as leo_: test gases, b.tASA-SPEC-C-6A (Reference
I i ,r5) was used as c; guide i-_ selecting mat_rials_ alt:_oug_ r,o effort _.._.',_made to qualify :no
fluids to thTs specifi:a'.ior,.
A great deal of effort was expended in obtain]rsg fluids as free as practicable from
particulate contan:;nat;s:',. All fluids were ca:eru!ly fiJ:ered through the finest filter
practicat_ using glassware previously rinsed caru,rully v,,i_;_ Filtered sa_vents. Contamination
by dust or atmosDl_r:_;c particles was avo;d,ed rigorously. Even with this care, lea_ plugging,
producingerra!ic lea'_age rates_ wc;s a major _roblem tf_roughout the test program. Due to
the metlculous care taken_ the objecI:on coufd be raised that the leakage results rnig.ht not
be representative of i'he :,;suits to Be expected in actual Apollc_hcrdv,'are. However
working with less s._refuJly filtered fluids would probably hove made the prograrn i_.pc.ssible.
2.3.1 Nitrogen Tehox;de
The nitrogen tetraxide used in the majority of ;l:ese rests came from a large storage
tank located at the Boeb_g Remote Hazardous sres_ Site at Tutal;p_ Washington. Nine pound
samples v:ere transferred to the K_:nt Site in steal pressure bottles. Standar',J precautions
in handling and trot, star were taken to prevent access of atn_ospher;c moisture, resulting
in conversion to nltdc and nitrous acid.
One test run was made us;n9 "green" nitrogen tetro:,'ide, that is nitrogen tetrex;de
containing approximately 0.5 percent nitric oxide, as descr%ed in the NASA spec;ficatlon
MSC-PPB-2(Reference 6). No difference in the behav!or of radar green fluid was
obse rved.







A great deal of I,:ak blockage was observed, esa'_c;all/ Jr, t!_e ec:riy tests. An
evaporation test shm..:ed that the _'-;20.¢ conto;r, ed less than 0.01 percent non-volatile
solids. Since the liquid evapo_oies at t!:e ex;* of ._:e l ea_,:, i: was fel_ that even traces
of non-volatile constituun's could forni leak pl'_gs. For this ruc_son the _120 4',vssdlst]lled
in an all glass apparatus, v.'hich t_ad been caretally washed and rinsuc/v.';th solvents which
had, themselv-as, pressed t!-,rou_h a 0.45 millipore filter. The distilled;on equipment con-
tained an ultra-fine ground glass Fr'tted f:lter so-located that the N20 z vapor passed through
itbefore being conder, s_d. Accord!rig to the manufacturer, the nominal pore size for a
UF glass filter is 0.9-1.4 n,icrons.
2.3.2 Monomethylhydraz ir, e
The fuel sample use_J '.':as furr_ished to us From stock by the storeroom at the Boeing
Tulalip Test Site. It was a colorless, clear liquid aurcl,ased from the OI/n-Malheson
Company. To remove any particles it w',qs passed ,4_rough an ulfra-f:r'e frltfed glass filter
in an all glass apparatus designed for the preparation of'ster;!_: solulions. The apparatus
had been previousl:,, wasE,::d, rinsed with solvents which had passed a 0.aS micron Millipore
filter, and dried By evacuation. After £;Irration t[_e [ueJ sample was stored undera hel;urn
blanket to preclude reaction with atmospheric CO 2
Evaporation of a 50 rnl sample of the filtered Fluid under a stream of dry argon left
no visible residue. No chc:,_ge ]n v'e;g!_.t of the beaker was observed using an analytical
balance, indi'caling a residuc;l ',,:eight of less ihan 0.2 rag, or a non-volafi!e content of
less than 4 ppm.
The viscosity and density of this fluid are reported in Table 1. The values chec_:e.d
literature valuc.s very clos.:f 7. These measurements were made after corr.,pletion of the leak
testing, indicaHng th';t :,pening the bottle for removing liquid sarnples periodically had not
degraded the material
2.3.3 Hydraz;ne-Unsymrnetrlcal dlmethylhydrazlne
This Fuel was furr, ished to us by the storeroom of the Boeing Tulallp Tes,_ Site, and
labeled Aeroz]ne-50*. It was manufactured by the O/in-Math_son Company. It was fl'eed
of particulate impuritles by the Filtration technique described above for monometh/Ihydrazlne._
The dens;tyof'the test ftu;d checked the literaiure value. The viscosity, hov,'ever, was
approxlmatel 7 5 percent below the literature value.
1
2.3.4 Distilled Water
Distilled ,';ater was used as a reasonab!e substitute for pot']_le water according to i
MSC-SPEC-C-2IA. The water used wc,s d;sti',lect in our loborat:_r>, in an all _tass apparatus, ]
and filtered through a Milllpore filter stated to re_aln particles exceeding 0.45 n,lcron_ it,
size.
*Aerozine-50 is a traderna:k of the Aerojet-General Corporation applied to a material











APOLLO TIE LEAK DETEC-_ D.r'_ DATA
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF HYD?_LZIr_E FUELS
Dens.iv rnensu:cd usir:g Serpent No. S--',1 _:_'- ..... •• ,:.oa r'Tgrorr_et'."s, callcratea at 60°/'60°F
Vlsc_ity measul..'d usi_:? a modl;ied Ost'.vald ,.is--os;:--e+e,, size 5n, tube A-20, cc!ibra_ion
constant 0.002504 at 77_F, 0.002502 at lO0°f :.
Test Temperature: 73°F
Density, experimental, gm/cc
Densiry_ l lterafure, grn,/cc
Viscos;rr, eter flow time, sec.





I • i rMenornetny- dtrne,nyl' ' ";1 )'OI'OZ II ,e
h),drazine hydrazir'e 50-50 Comments
0.873 0.901
87477°O. 0.90173°
351, 341, 3%:, 35-6, 356,






r II I * _ILiterature values for MMH rrorn Handling Hazar-dous Materials , D. R. Cloyd and
W. J. Murphy. NASA SP-5032, Sept. 1965.
Literature values For Aero:'i_,e-50 fron_ "Storable Liquid Proaellanfs:'_ Aero]et-Generat
Corporation Report No. LRP 19S, June 1962.
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Three water/glycol solutions were used in this rest pro.item. Tle first '."as a solution
furnished to us by R. Holman of B.',e':r,g-Ho_ss;on, tc:befed Type II ','.'afar/gl/col, Apollo,
inhibited, 62.5 glycol, 37.S.vc._e ". The solution was somewhc! cloud'/, and a smc_[I amc,ur_t
of very Fine br_wn precipitate had see'tied ._o the bottom of the bot._le, if immediately
became apparent that ttlis ma}erlal in the as-received c:.ndiii:.,n would pl,:g .an7 small leek
almost irnmedictel 7. Time,el'ore the mi.-ture was passed t!_ro.;2h a Miltlp:,.e filter capable of
reta_nlngnarticles of 0.45 micron and larger. The entire surface of ti_e filter became
..... i t_a, thecoveredv,'ltn a b.'own precip_tate. The physical r.roper.qestTaB!e zi ind;c'ated ' "
ethylene glycol concentration of H, is soI-J_on was slightly hlcjh comae'red tc the specification
value, Being 67 percent. Tt,isso!utloq is referred to subsequently ir_ this report as Type !1
water/glycol.
The second water/gl'/col so_uqon ',,,c:s al:o furnished by Boeing-Hous,'on, end labeled
water/glycol, Type I, Apollo, u,_inhibi:ed, 67.5% glycol, 32.5 _.water. It was a clear,
i. • , t
colorless, seulrr:ent-f ee s:.lurlon. Analytical da_a, as shown in Tc:b!e 2, indicated tl',a_"
this rr,ateria[ Led an actual glycol c')ncer,tr':_tion of 62 percent, very close to tJ_c:: of" Type II
fluid. It is referred to subsequently _:- this repot; as 62 percent glzcol."wa;er. This material
was tes,_ed in order to d_::tern,ine the effect of the presence or absence of inF. ibiror in pro-
ducing leak plugging, itwcs atso filtered tI_rou.gh the 0.45 micron Millipore filter before
use.
The third fluid was a solullon of 35 wei:_ht F,ercent eh_yl::ne glycol in a_s,illed v,atel,
I
prepared in this l,ubar,.:tor/ from C.P. _t!;/lene gl/_'ol. It was also filt..,red through t
Millipore filter Before use. It is su!)sequent!v rci'er:ed l-oas 3.5 perceqt glycol/water.
The ",iscos_t,es and densities of these three fluids were measured. The data i_ '• " _ snov,'.q
in Table 2, and the p!,yslccl proper,_ies and composition of t!_ese fluids are compared with
.... w:ster cj[ycol in Table 3.the spec_r_cat,on values for Type I and Type II /
2.3.6 Fixed Gases
Oxygen, ni:rogen, and h/drogen were used in the gas leakage correlation. Helium
was used as the reference gas for all leakage correlation Vests. Argon was extensivel 7 used
in the program both as a press-rlzing gas and as a sweep gas during c'_emical analysis.
Standard cylinder gases were used, procured from the Boeinc, Ken', boti'!e yarcl. In
all cases where ,i:ases were attached to a s/stem upsh'earn of a leak a cartridge contcln;ng





APOLLO i( LEAK TEST A'_A
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF WA TER-C-LYCOL SOLU _,!ONS
1 . D_r, slty: Meas:._red c;sing a glass p';,cno_,etcr.
Fluid I Flc, id II
(35% glycol, {/_2:' glvcnl,
similar to Type !, sir:_;la_ to Type: ii,
uninhi[oi_ , ed. L:nir, t_iSi h: rt)
Weight fluid, ,-]r:,uras 26.9696 24.7]06
Pycnornete r volume 25. 367 22. 906
Temperature, oc 24.2 24.4





















2 Viscosii'y: Meas-,red using a modified Ost,v'_Id vlscosimeter, Tube H-53, Size
, .0_,o6a at 200°F.calibration constanl 0.03384 at 100°F 0 "_" -
Test Temperature = 72°F.
150,




















(l)Data take:, f_om Timmerman's "Pl_ysical Ccn,_ta,ts of Bi:_ary Mixtures"
(2)Data from International Critical Tables.
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2.4 Fluid Leak Tes:ing Methods
Four ger, ercl methods were tried For m._'qsur]n_ [ec_:c,_'.e rates of" the test fluids
through experTmenlsl leal.s after the hel:ur: leak rai'.: ':_c_dBeen deter'_ined. Brief
descrlptions of each method are given Belay'; s_,,ce r'.',od;fica,qons were required for
parllcular ftu_ds these merh_x:ls are elaborated as necc,.:sory i.q Section 4 where specific
test results ore described. The ,es_ methods '.','ere:
I. Direct weighing of tt-e expelled fluid.
2. Quanfltative chemical analysis of ihe le._:c_d f!uid.
3. Measurernenf of the tlr:,e required for passccje of a known r,-._crollter
volume of liqu[d.
4. Mass sp_c,rcm_,e,,"' _ - measurement o[ the dov.'nsheam concentration of" fixed .gases
under stead)' state leakage conditions.
2.4.1 DirectV4elgl'ing Of the Expelled Fluid
]-his very simple rest method w.;._ used only in the case of the glycol/water and
water fluids. The llciu;d was placed in the glass tut::n,qwi,_h the leak :nounfed vertically
and po_nled down. The leak was alrached toa glass pressure rncnifold v.,]kh Tygon pressure
tubing, held in place byahose clamp. ].he deslred pressure ',',as applled and the formation
ofdrcros obsep,,ed until a ste_d'/drlp rate had been reached. At this point a weighed
ten-milliliter volu.":.,e_rlc flask was placed d_rec._ly [,.:'to','; khe leak, so that the glass leak
extended ]ntoc;nd almost blocked the neck of the fla:,k. This w:_s done as quickly as
possible after a drop had failen from the capillar/ tip.
The flask was removed when a sufficient vleigl,t of liquid had dropped inlo the
volurr, etric flask, immedic_telyafter adrap had fallen. "[he total collection time, and the
weight of the collected I_qu;d were noted, ar.d the leak tale calculated. A test experir_ent
showed that evaporaHon loss from the volur._e_ric flasl.: under these conditions was negllgib!e.
At least ten drops were collected in each test. The weighing error o_-0.4 mg
was less than t percent it, every instance. With the care taken to duplicate the relation-
ship between drop time and the time of flask slacement and _ns,..'rtion, we believe that the
. e., "1.
error of hn_ing was de:_n_,ely less than one-fi;th of t!:e infer,.,.:,l betw,_'er, drops. "[his
corresponds toa ma×imum timing error of :-2 percent, ;ran!/ ten drops are co!iecfed; the
minimum number collected Tn any experiment. Therefs,:e we believe the average leak rate
measured by tl_is tecI'nique is accurate w!'.hln :::5 percent. Unfortunately, it could be used





2.4.2 QuantiTative Analysis of Leaked Fluid
i., f. i iChesdcal analytlc.q[ techr, iqu:_s are reaatly app,_caol,., _o lea_: rne:;surement w!_en
the fluid tes,_ed has sufficien_ vola',;lityso tt_a _ it canbe evanor.;_ed _n_a a moving gas
.>am hydrazinestream as rap]dty as it _,_'erges from ihe lea!:.. Tills c,",teria is rret By _- _
t • t _ " 4" /fuels leaKtngataelow 1'3- ca,,sea of liquid and by r:itroger_ tetro.<ide leaking at below
10-] cc/sec of gas.
]he test leak is attached to t!_e pressurlzatlon manifold _s slsown in Figure 3. A
sweep gas _s passed into t!le chamber surround_r,g the leak, a._d exited through the glass
bubbler containing a solution capable of quan:itaHvely removing the test fluld vapor from
•,.rl ithe gas stream. _qe bubr_ler i- attached to tF_asys_-em tara known time period! removed_
and the concentraiqon of test Fluid measured ky an apprapria,*e quant;ta_iv,,._ mlcrochern_cal
analysis. The specific methods are c_escribed in the following paragraphs.
The sens_._ivity of the analytical methods perrr:itted meas_rrement of liquid flow
rates down to 10-ycc/sec with o one n',inuta collection period. Much hi2her leak rates
were measured bysui_'abledilutic.n of the bubbler samples. Since sampling could be done
periodically alrnosl at will, this mefl_od permitted us to follow changes as the leak rate
initially ;ncreased_ ren:alned stec:dy_ or decreased due to blockage.
One drawback of this _echnique is the t;r._,e detay be,_ween collecting the sarnple and
obtaining the l_.ak rai'e. Thls delav is inherent both in the chemTcat a,_alx.sls itself,
since color development usually takes some time, and also in t!;e Iogis_,ics of running many
samples in a small tir,qe period, tt would certainly be desirable to readout the leak rate
directly on some analytical instrument.
A consideration of the factors involved in making this measuternent_ includ_ng
bubbler effic[cnc,/, ins:rumenta/ errol_ errors due to dilution tec!_n_ClUeS, and calibration
uncer_'alnties suggest that any given determination may be in error by :=10 percent.
Addi_ona[ variation in observed leak rates are seen under steady state conditions; these
can be attributed to georneirical factors in t!'e leaks tested.
An attempt was made to use this method for glycol, "water leak rate testing. The test
method for ethylene glycol described below was developed for measuring microgram
quantities. A trial experimer.t showed fl_at the volatility of _,ater!gJycol mixtures is much
too low ,rot practical :wee.oing.* Therefore the tip of the leak was rinsed wlih distilled
wa,*er, the fluid was a/lowed to leak out for ten mlnutes_ and rhe tip then r[nsedagain,
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APOLLO TiE LEA.I,I TEST P,,q]A
,, -r '- HYLE:'!E CL"r'COLSWEEP R..,,E Or- ET




Refar:,e re , Sc ru_!>e r
,J""17cot We:ght: 97...mg
Gtycal S,;rrace Area: Approximately
1/32 square inch ..
Sweep Rate: 200 cc clrcop./r," ""
. ir!l.;I _ ,
Elapsed Th::_: 27 hours
V'Jeigi_, Loss Observed: 0.35 mg
Glycol Collected in Bubbler: 0.1 mg (b 7' chemical onal?'s]s).
Glycol Trar_sfer Rate: 1-4 x 10-9 cc/sec..
-_:i 34






2.4.2.1 Nitrogen Tetroxide (Ni _ = ',roa-..n Dioxldei Ar,c .." s
Nitrogen dioxide ',','as determined colo,imetrlcal_y rising the s,..*,_n..llc acld
diazotlzal';on method oF Saltzman (Reference 8). This _':rethod is the star, dardprocedure used
in the industrial hygiene field for measure,r, ent of par_s per million to parts per billion
concentrations of NO 2 in air.
We utilized tke method b}' argon sv,'ceplng the ef,luen, _ hJO 2 t'.-_rough a friti'ed glass
midget scrubber filled '.virh the Sattzman reagent/a m_:<ture of su!fan_llc acid, N!-I-
, t | ' I
Napnr',y, erhylened;amine dlhydrocnlorid_ and acetic ac_3! and reading the color dev._loped
in the diazosulfar:Ttic aci3 contair_ing s.slul;on either directly or after suitable dilution.
Our procedure allowed the defection of at Ieast one m;crog,arn of b!O 2 'p the collection
solution. Since v-e utilized a max';r'u:r, sweep time of 25 mlnutesthis ga_.e a lower
detectable limit of about 2 x 10 -ycc of gaseous NO 2 per second. The efFiclencyoF tl'_e
scrubbers used was found to be above 98"% in the collection cancentra:.ion range we used.
Standardization was agairmf sod;u,:, nihite solution. Pasl experience has shown
replication of well w;tLin !_b in this procedure, l',laNO 2does not o.f course form nitrous
and nitric acids in water as does NO2, and therefore produces more color per gram than
doest"!O 2. We utilized the Saltzman equ;vafence factor of 0.72 rc_ther than go through
the tabor;aus anduncerta;n process ofprepcr;ng standard NO2gas samples. This usage
may have introduced an error of as rr_uch as .SO,b, which is probc:b]y the limiting error in
this analys;;.
2.4.2.2 Monomethylhydraz;neAnalys;s
MMH was dete:m]n_d,- catorlmetric,::i]y by its r,_ac_,_'tor,with p-dimethylamino-
benzaldehyde in an ac:id-nedium. "[he procedure is an adaptation of the test givenlsy
Felgl for hydrazine det_rn,ination (Reference 9) but in this instance the reaction mechanism
is not as well known and the procedure is several times less sensitive than for hydrazlne,
We argon swept the effluent MMH through a water rifled midget scrObber and sub-
sequently reacted the aqueo-s MMH solution_ or a suitable dilutlor, thereof, with a hydro-
chloric acid contalnlngalcoho[;c solution of the aldehyde. In our procedure we could with
confidence detect 5 micrograms or MMH in ou_ total scruob'ng solution, or 4. x 10-9 cc of"
liquid MJ'AH per second averaged over a 25 r;inu_e sweep period. \t'.'here possible, sweep
times were kept down to 1 minute. The scrubberefficlency_ measured by placing several
in series, was Found to be above 95?'.
Standardization was against the same MMH used in the test seri_s.
' " - r*_ i. ,standardization pair.is, perforr-_ed on diFfl:.=n, days, fell v,'i_h]n ]°.:L_
All checks on
The maior source of error is probably net in H_e analytical procedure itself but ;n
the sample collection. Unlike the 1',1204, wl_ich was essentially at i_'s boiling point and






• a:ec: t,'_ e'.'pos_._d drooler area Due t3 thewhose removal b7 the sweep gas is directly rot ' '
' _,r'.,-,,a,_, es.:s, it was possible to build upnecessary geome'_ry of the pir.ched tube arid * ' r_
r,u_d beyond the actual l_a:: o_r,cesigniticanl arr,our_ts of "_ " _ " " but hcfore exposure to the
sweep strea_. This cou!J happen cspeciall?" of ,,_..j_er leek r::tes and v.'ou!d be a source
r ' _ b,3of rather _rratic res_;l:s. Obv;_usly_ any rur_ ,,v:'_re d;sp!uts were ac ual[,/'seen to
growi,_gwas invalidated. Overall error due toth:s proo!err, of geometry might well be 25"b.
2.4.2.3 Aeroz;ne-SOAnalys;s
Aerozine-50 is an approximate 50-.50 weight mixture of hydrazine and unsymmetr;cal
dimethylhydrazine. For analytical purposes we chose to de.'ect the former and assume the
latter. The method for hy2razine, an adaptc'tion ofti_eF:-_iglp-dlmcfh/larrtinobenzaldehyde
spot test (Reference 9) is more sensitive, s[rcpler, ar, d more rapid thor, the standard tr;sod_urn
pentacyanoamlr, o-fer,ate colorlmetric method for UDMH (Reference i0).
i 4.The hydrazlne method was exactly the same as tna, used [or MMH, but with
hydraz;ne the sensitivi;:,' is several times greater.
Sample sweeping and collection procedures were the same as for MMH. In out
I I s. I r-_pracenure we coula w_'.h confidence detec, 1 microgram of hydrazlne in our total scruob_r
solution_ or 1.5 x 10-9 cco[ liquid Aerezine-50 per secr, nd averaged over a 25 minute
sweep period Sweep periods were normally kept to one mir..ute. Scrubber efficiency
was Found to be greater thc_n 987".
e tt:._,., were run to ascertain t_atStandardiza,qon w.:_saaainst pure hydrazin . - ....
UDMH did not interfer,:_ and no interferer_ce was detected at UDMH concentra:;ans
500 times that of N2H 4.
As _ith MMH, m_" major source of error, aga;n probably as rucn, as 25%, was the
sample collection problem due to the pecu!iar, ,_:at rather practical_ leak geometry.
2.4.2.4 Ethylene C-ly:ol Anal;,sls
Ethylene glycol solutions Were anc_ly-zed by per;odic acld oxidation, followed by
cotorimetrlc determination of the formaldehyde forrr, ed. lnltiafly the forr,:aldehyde was
determined by the Schirf-Flvove metf_od I Reference 1t), a modification of Schiff's reac._ion
in which for;naldehyde reacts with a b]suifite dece[orized solution of para.ruchs;n fe form
the formaldel'7de-b;sulf]te addition product and thus aIiow the dye coloration to be
regeneraled. The method was fairl_,sat[sfacto;y, but the color development was slow, and










For this reason the use ofchrornetropic acid (-_ 5-Dih/drox/--2,7-nap!_ti_alene-
dlsulfonic acid, disodk;r._.salt) fordeter.-,[nina ror-ralde!:/de was ir,..ust;gated. Asperiodate
interferes wltt_ thh rc.action_ it is necesscr'_ to desire 7 excess oxidant b/ the addition of"
' ,",_ ...... _. thod flnalt used was slightarsenous ac]d solution eel.ire color d._. ._lop, ,u;,, The me y a
modification of one reported in Belcher (Refer-ence 12)
Standardization was carrie.d out by anclysis of knovm soh;_or, s or C.P. ethylene
glycol _n distilled wa_er. Details of ihe method are gl, en in the '_PF en.,_"tx. The Final
mefl-,od ',',:.:s capable of detecting a glycol concentration of I microgra::.../mt in 5 milliliters
of solution. Wher_ it became apparent that clem' ical analysi_ ",vouTd not be used for
water/glycol leak rate deferminatior,s ._or_ at" th_s method wc.s aoandon_d. The method
could be developed to yield greater'sensltivit/ if required.
i
2.4.3 Microvolume Expu[slon
1his technique was developed ",','hen early altemr_ts to study water/glycol flow rates
led to extensive leakph.,ggina. .Since the v;aier,/glycol was not expected to react with
the walls of the leak, this plugging was aHr_,u,ed to ,,v:_.sk_ngof extrcneous sar,'icles from
the tubing walls irtr',.he leak. it was felt the DrobaFiiiry of placing particles into the leaL:
with the test fluid could be minimized by v;:-4, ing with a rnlnimun: vo!ume of test fluld.
Tkls would atso avoid contact of the test fluid with the cap_llary walls.
Sample vo[u:'nes were iniected into _he glass capillary leaks using a 10 microllter
syringe*. "these syrlrtges are stated toaossess a delivery accuracy of _1 percent. A,-o_ume
of between 1 ar'd 10 mlcroliter was iniected , to give an effluent time s,.,i._able for accurate
measurement. The tip of the syringe was placed as far down as possible within the can;llary.
so that the sample forms a plug at the top of the capillary, and the syringe needle was care--
fully withdrawn. A calcularlon indicated that the error, should any of the sample be drawn
into the leak b7 capillary action, was negtlglbie.
The glass capillar 7 contair_ing the Fluid was then attached to a pressure manit:o!d,
with the valve closed. With the glass Ied.: in place the pressure valve was rapidly opened,
applying the pres_'t helium pressure to the fluid plug in the cap;llary leak. Timing was
Begun as the valve was turned, and ended when helium broke "',nraugh the capillary.
Observations of the latter required care, and use of" a magnifying lens or a small microscope
for smaller leaks.
For the water and ,,vater/Zgl/col tesJs at 30, 60 and 90 psig the glass leak was
attached to the pressure manifold by ]/4 inch Tygon pressure tubing, clnd secured by a
hose clamp. For the hydrazine Fuels run at 50, 150 and 250 the glass leak was attached






o_ i i •tea 1/4 inch stainless steel n',or'_.oie, using Sv.'agelocK filt_._gs with r.}ion f'e_rui_s. Tk;e
}e_!< was directed da.,vc into a bucket ofwa!c'r, a:,d ok._.,,,__d behlrd a':aret7 screen. _-_o
di_ricult;es wltl _, glass FaiYur,_saccu:r:-'d; 1_ fact _ese leal:s v,ere pressure c!_ecked '_'itllout
rupture up to 900 pig. At-. occasTo,-.al feel- dippi'_g out of '!;e flttir'g a_d hitting the
water effectively wet dov.,_ _he expeTmer, ter.
Data on fl_e quantitative naf'.r_e of t!_e ::ansfer froJ_, th.e miC:OI_ter syringe is 91'zen
in Tab!e 5 for ECS liquids and in Table 6for Ae_ozir:e-50. Unfortu:sa:e[y the syringe used
for monorr:ethylhydrazine war broker, before it could b_ calibrated. BJsed upon the mcr, u-
facturer's specTf[cations for these -yrlr'ges_ and t!_e nature of t!_e f_u]c/, we are confident
,'_ ' _ . ,nose obser_,,ed forthat the transfer errors for ..onometn'/In/.drazi_e we,e comparable to _
Aeroz;ne-50. .he water and wa!er/glycol tiquTds',,,,ere e:.pelled intoa flc, t, mlcrobalance
contai-_er. The maxlrnum deviai'ion between vo!urne ._>:petled and we;;]hl _cbserved was 21
percent, the average deviatior: is 6 perce_t. Far Acrozlne-50 _'he transfer was into acJua!
g[asscapillary Ieaks. Here the observed deviations were fargef]6-27percent) For 2mic_c,-
lltersamales, and small (,1-8 percent) for 4 and6 mic_otiter sample,. In view of the high
leak ta!es, compared to ti_eory, measured i'e_ all Fluids by this tuchnlq,.Je, we believe thai
a tendency tnust exist For some portion of the fluid to rome;r, o_': ,q_e 'walls o r the leak at the
time of' gas breakthrough.
2.4.4 Mass Spectrometer Measurement of' Leaked Fluids
tnif'iatly we had a: tlc;pe',ed uslr:g the Bendix Time-of'-Flight mass spectrometer as
an analytical tool for the detection of the leaked volati!e liquids such as nitroger, tetroxide_
t-he hydra=inc,,and wab__r, either alone or evaporated !ros- water,_glycol solutior, s. At that
time we were consid.__rlr.g t._:,st_ngleak, it- _he 10-8 cc,'sec of l_elium rat, go, v.,!_ere the
sensitivity of chemlcal a_alysis would not howe sufficed. This motive disappeared '¢,hen we
restricted our interest to helium lec;I-:s of 10 -6 cc/sec arid !:_rger. We had hoped not only
to be able to detect e_:'e:ger, ce of the vapors or these llqulc]s as the liquids ini,ially came
through the leak, but also to be able to mea=ure their rate of emergence quantltatlvely
by suitable callbratiar, of t_-,e _ass spectrometer.
A nun;bet of or_erationa[problems with the instrument were encountered. In addition
the problem of obtaining Fnown, suff[c[er:ttydilute gaseous concentratlons of'these liquP!s
for calibrath-,g the ino*:ument seemed or',orous. For this reasor_ and because the chemical
anal'/tical _echnique.._ d-_v_!cped for the propeller; _- proved tr_ !so suf'ficlently s_ns_;ve, and
reasana_.l}' conver.;cnt, t!,..: _._seof the mass suectror:uh_r for :his purpose was dropped, after
one abortive ..... i' " 204a,,u,.,p, _-ous_- for ,he _"tection and anal },._:""at bJ .
The mass spechomete; wc_s used to measuring lhe leo!" rates of helium hydrogen_
nitrogen and o<y'3en t!,ough 10-4 and 10-5 cc/'sec he!i_.m leaks. These rnec:suremen:-s
were made ks7 allowing _he fast gas _e pass d;rough t':ie experlr_.entat leak into a pler:um_
pumped at a constant _peed_ connected to t],e ion source of t!_e Bendix Tirne-of'-Flig!,r
mass spectrometer throucjh a constant pln-h._le leak. ]he respocse of the Bendix in scale












APOLLO TIE LEAK TEST DATA
".__ LTP,
CALIBRATION OF MiCROLITEI< SYRINGE TR/,,NSFER
Date: 5/24/68
Method: The test fluid was expelled from rise syringe into a r",icrobalance pan with
a crimp-on type cover. The closed conta;ner was w't;?ked in-_rnediai'el 7 on
a Cahn Elect:obalance.










Weight Volume Deposited Actual Percent
Deposited Gravimetriclw/d) Vciumetrlc fGrav-Vcl)
2.oo 2.oo 2.t -o.o9 s
0.945 0.947 1.0 -0,053 5
0.845 0,84.7 ] .0 -0. 153 15
0.975 0.977 1 ,1 -0,123 11




1. 079 1.210 1.121 1.0 0.1F_l 12
1 . 085 1, 0_% 1 . 0 0.006 0.6
1 .005 0.931 1.0 -0.069 7
1 095 1.015 1.0 0,015 2
1.305 1.209 1 0 0.209 21
5.675 5.26 5.0 : 0,26 5
Water-G lycol,
Type II
I, 080 1.075 0.995 1.0 -0.005 1
2.185 2.02 2.0 0.02 l
1.100 1.019 1,0 0.019 2
0,985 0,912 1.0 -0.088 9
3.160 2.926 3.0 -0.074 2
_"_:---:39
T ,4LE 6











APOLLO TIE LEAK ;-ESi DATA
CALIBb_,ilOI..J OF MICROLITER " _ _RA_ JSFER _ L ....
_Y,,iF:GE AND - ' ;EC _:,,,,,:_UE
Date: 6/12/68
Method: lhe test f[uTd r'Aerozine-50 density q.901 z, - , _ gm,'ml) ',','as expelled frorn tile
syringe into _.a,.__d glass l_a_.s'_" ' i,: file sarne manner used fer measu_ ing ;,-.SO
leakage " ' TI " ' ' _ ",_,hrougn _lass leaks. _e "A'rOIg;'_:Swere ,akin uslng a Sartorlus
sere i-n;i c roba ionce.







Delivered (Ca[cul::f.,j from Actual















0.003629 4 03 _.03 _0.7
0.003370 3.74 -.26 -6.5
0.003653 4.05 _.05 "1.3





0.005469 6.07 _.07 ,1.2
0.005273 5.85 -.15 -2.5
0.004952 5.50 -.50 -8.3





Scale readings were converted to actual h__J]un leak ratesas ,tallows. On ec:ch day
of testlng the actual heliu_:_ leak rate of l!le exper_n:en_a_ feeL: '.','.as,r,e..':sured by attaching it
directly to e CEC hel;u.'-r_ le'_k detector, which had previously been calibrated using a
comrr_ercial helium leak asc stc:ndard. M._,ssurement of the respons_,,',r the Bendi,_ to this
same leak under the same conditions estab!lshed a deify ser_s;tlvit/ Factor for helium.
To convert scale readings for the other gases to actual leak rates, the followin_
measurement was made. An experimental leak v.:s si_ov.n topc:ss het_um at 1.14x 10-'¢ atm
cc/sec at 250 psig, by the CFC leak detector method described in Sectlqn 2.1.1. It was
assumed that flow through this leak at 250 pslg would follow Poiseu_Ile's lay, for all Four
gases. The response ofihe Bendix to each of t!:ese gases was measuredal 250psig, and the "
actual leak rates of each gas calculated By Polseuilfe's lay,', as in the example:
_He
- 1.14x10 -4 • 0.01_07_ ,-.2.52x 10 -4atmcc/sec
QH 2 : QHe " __H 2 0.ro0_9
From the observed instr_Jmentsl response, sens]tlvity factors were catculated_ and
from these the ratios of the sensi_ivit7 facto, For each gas to that for helium. It was assumed
that the relative s_,nsit;,_ity of the -- "mt-_Jsur;ng system i'o these _ases would be free at fluctu-
ations fromda 7 toda 7. These sensitivity factor ra_;os were, therefore_ used to reduce data
f'or these gases for each day.
C-as
TABLE 7. SENSITIVITY FACI-ORS FOR H 2, 02, N 2 REIM,.]IVE-I'O HELIUM
Bendix Ratio,
Leak Rate x Response SensitivTt 7 Factor x Sensitivity
10 -4 (Scale 10 -7 Fac l'or to
(arm I 'ca, sec, Divisionsl Arm cc,,tsec/div Helium Factor
Helium 1.14 ]086 1.05 (1.00)
Hydrogen 2.52 1715 1.47 1.40
Oxygen 1.08 6130 0. 177 0.169




t . r-3,0 EVALUAIlON OF FIELD LEAK DETECTiObd TECtt:.'ICUE._
Brief evaluatio:_s v,'ere made of several current! 7 used techr,_ques of leak detec,ion.
Sensitivlh/, ease _f oper:stion, reproduci_ilit'/, s,.c! accc'r;:c)' ;',ere among the pad.imp.tars
studied ]he' " ...... " ffe probe and rubber,ecnn_ques evaluated were bucole T_u_d_ ne,uzr_-_sr,i r
boots. Total immersion was not studied.
3.1 Bubble Fluid
The bubble fluid selected For evaluation ',,'as FM jn_:rt Leak Detection Liquid manu-
factured by" American Gas and Chemicals, inc.
The bubble ,:luld ",'.'as applied to a calibrated scribed plug leak in such a manner as
to produce no bubbles durir,.g tt:e application. "[he helium p:essure or, the fitting was raised
to 400 pslg to ploduce a leak rate of ! x 10-5 cc"sec. A sm_ll bubble appea'ed, grew to
opproxlmatel 7 3/32 inch dlarnetcrr and remain,.'d at tinct dia::;eier for 5 min,J_es. One more
bubble, 1/16 inch diameter, then fo_med and Botl_ _)u.'st. h!o furt!,er bubbles refined. "[he
leak was then recalibrated with helium and ',',':ss round to have plugged to 1,/2 ils original
lea!. rate. The leak wc:s then pressurized to ..S00ps_g(thlsshould have produced a leak ,
rate oi 4 x 10-5 cc/'sec) c,pd the actual leak _Jte at This pressure was found to be 4.7 x 10-°
cc/'sec. After 30 minutesai :his pressure t!_e leek had opened to 5.7x 10 -6 cc,/sec. The
leak was tested several days tater at 100 ps_g arid gave no leak ir_dlca_ion (the original rate
at this pressure was 6.1 × 1'3-7 ca'sea.,. %her_ i'he p_essure'.','as increased to 112psig the
leak again opened. Several cycles were repeated irt which it wasdemonstrafed conclusively
that fl_e bubble fluid con,an.tr_a,=d leak was actina as a check ,,,alva, w tn no de_ectable
leak between about 0--110 psig, leaka_;e starting around ]20 psig, and cuti'ing-off again
when the pressJra was lowered below 112 psig.
It would seem obvious From the data presented Jr, tl',e preceding paragraph that the
use of bubble ftu_d for leak testing on a s/stem will not only provide inadequate detection
of exlsring leaks but will probably cornpound future leak de',ection problems by turning
constant leaks into erratic leaks..-
3.2 Sniffer Probe
The helium sniffer probe attached to a CEC he]iu_:, leak detector with 5 feet of
Tygon tubing and fitted with a I/'8" ID Tygon tip (per Grun,n_.an Specificatlon LSP-1A-
50121A) was used to test an AB! scribed fitting JeaL:ing at e rate of 1 x 10 -5 ce He/'sec at
380 psig applied hellum pressure. The absolu:e senslt_vity of the leak detec_or at the end
of the probe had prevlousl/been determined to be 3.4x 10 -10atm cc,"sec,/division. When
tested in the open lahore'or 7 and when holding t!_e probe perpendicular to the axis of tk,e
leaking titling a very large v._rintlon was obtained dependent uponpreclse positioning, with I
I





over an order of magnitude dir_'erence r_corded 60 °elt! -'r side or the top of the fitting.
Variations of about 50;_ at arly one position we':e also r,__t.'_d. The mc:t:irnurn indicaied
leak _aTe detected during this ex,_cri"r;er,_ i255 divisions) was 9 "." 10.8 cc,"sec, by an
operator with prior knowledge of the Iocc:._icr-, of ,'_e leak.
Experin',enfs were alsoat .... r,D,d with discourae;nq resul;s, using the ringers to
hood the leak in order to improve sensitivit'/. These read;n,js proved q,:]te unstable and
non-reproduc_ble altnou.:jl_ an increase _n ser,s_tivity level,.':as prc..ucea. Checking in
the open alrt if relativelysti[t_ seems to be ,_he best, most reproducible method.
Table 8 gives the r,_'suJts obtained by four different opera_'ors on fourd]rferent leaks
utilizing both the hooded-b:,-fingers and open :',ill air o, obirlg tec'rlq_Jes. These opera_ors
had no prior knowledge of the location of the l.._aks. E',.am;r:ation of the data w]II reveal
that the sniffer probe techr:ique is not aquar, tl;ctlve leak r:_er_surerr'ent rr,eihod. ]t is, to be
sure, qu;:e useful as a screening techr:_que .for locating relatively large leaks ( ) 1 x 10-6
ca/see of helium).
3.3 Alligator Boots
Twoall;gator boats were tested. Tf_ese were cons;reared at: rubber, accordfng to
a North American Rockwell drawing (Referc.nc:: 13) and mcr:ufcc'tured by the Ace Rubber
Company (R_f.r_nce,,e-_14). These were des;F, qed to accommodate respectively 3/8" and
- ,,,_ unions of a t;.,pe ,..4_ic!_ we did not hsve. Vie thererore mar,,.Jfsc.',...red cha_nbers into
which our standard and test leaks might ver't_ possessing ho!es leading to the interior of the
boots, as shown in Figure 7.
•, 10-5 ....A scribed AN fitting [eak (5.7 x cc/sec_ was col orated with the scr.bed leak
and a standard leak clos._ly coupled to _he leak detector. The le,a_rde:ectorwa'.-" then
calibrated with the inlet valve throttled 15X. The alligator boot',e.rs_ were suBsequer, tly
performed with the valve in this pos;t_on.
The boots were clear:erJ by wiping !;ghtlt with acetone saturated gauze followed by
an appl[ca_Ton of a vet,,, it-it: coat of vacuum grease on the rna'ting surfaces, l'was not
always possib!e to reduce the boot pre.isure to _'!le 3 or 4 x 10-1 torr r-_]r,irnum required to
avoid excessive throttllng of the leek detector v.,itI_out s]g,_ificant recleaping and adiust;ng
the boot. The boot was altached i,"_rnedlatelyadjacent to the s_andc,d leak'_ and separated
from the leak detector By c ]0 foot length of I,"2" Tygon iuking (see Figure 7).
With this test co_figuratior', quite q'Jantitat;s'e results were obtained as evidenced
by the ' '_' _.oa,_., of Table 9 and ;he graph of Fig,Jre 2
It is apparent '_ " ",no, this method is comuletely qu_r_tltcli',,e if the MSLD is col i::.:ated
with o known_standard) le_k attacl_ed as closely as oosslble tc the boot. The leek rate
of ti_e siandard leak s!,ou!d be about equal to the ma,imun_ allowable lea)-" rab_ o_ the item
to Be tested(e.g., 1 x 10.-5 arm cc He,"sec for many of the Apollop_:pulsion and ECS
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APOLLO TiE LEAK TEST D",-,T,A




Using 1.12x 10 cc/sec Standard
Divislo:.s
P,:;q Std. STd: Leak
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fluid system ioints, fitti:_s, <.tc.]. The standard !oak ca", be attached so ._hat it is in
constant commu,;ication with the leak detector, or aopro; ]<:i{:. valuing ccq be prov]J,..d ._o
allow period;c monitoring.
The test resutts indicated t!_ar the ser',slti._i._v ar the -__II;..... ,, Boc, ..... _,_ [s u"..af'fecred
b 7 Boot pressure ran.glnc_ bet.,','__er_9 x 10-3 a:,d 3 x 10 '1 torr. I:_ add]ric:r'l, sprayir, cj the out-
side of tk,_ boot with nuliurn for a few minutes, arid all'_'...';_g h.:!iu:;_ to leak into rn_. area
around the test bench for several hour._, resulted in nochar_{_e ir_ ser's]rivii},. A,ttachin.:j t!Je
boo, _ to the MSLD ,,v_th a 10 ft. length o r Tygo:" increased ,he ra:ponse tbna slightly(20-
30 seconds) but had no affect on sensitivity.
The alligator boot method is co:_sidured ideal for Ar_otto u:e from the standpo]nts of
sensifi,.,;ty and abil_t 7 toquar, tltati.'ei/measure ir_sii,'iJva! iolnt leak rates. Its m'ujor
d]sadva_tage is the need to fabricate a _pec;;;c boot co,r_-:uruti:;n For each different ioint
configuration. The speed of leak testing, although ir'i._ialivslower, oerhap__, than the sniffer
probe and bubble fluid systeins, may prove f'as!er in lhe (ong run because of the inherent
rel;abill/7 of the method.
4.0 "lEST RESULTS Oi_,; INDIVIDUAL FLUIDS
This section contains the ex_erlr._ental data, _('_-11 in tabular and graphical form, for
• .r° , I f " oeach leak tesied in which s_gnlr_cant resul:s ,_.'r-,e o_.a_r, ed These individual figu:e_, and
tables are grouped at the e,_d of the rope;. _. In _he ca_e or the ECS !;quids the same leaks
were used ta determine leak rates for water and two of the three water/glycol solut]or's.
Summary curves of helium leak rates versus liquid lea_: rutes for each liquid tested are given
at the end of this report, and may be :efl_.rred to fo_ an overall vbv'.o[ the test rose!Is.
We caution, however, aga;r',st indiscrlmb,'_.'.e use. of tkcs_" curves without referring to the
specific data and test conditions used in lheir generation.
4.1 N;trogen Te ro:<,a_ Test Results
Nitrogen tetroxide was the first of the propellc:nt_, tested. Learr'ing to make sat]s-
factory measurements proved to Be a very lengthy process. Some five leaks were discarded
before a winning com[:,in.at;or, of leak cor.s_ructi'_.n and clea:_]ng, c_ppmatus cor.f]guration
and cleanliness, c;,,;4i:e," purification and ha:_d{;ng, and ts_st procedure- was put together.
Cleanliness; far beyond that origir_ally er'vis;one5 in the program, and quite possibly
beyond that found in operational systems, was found necessary to _re,,,e_t leak pluggin "_,
The oxidizer used was distilled and var,'_r filtered, l_ was found that trace Butp_ugging
' amour_ts af contam]r_ants ceulJ be obh:ined rrom such sourc,_s as ,_alves and fittings that had
been :'LAX cleaned", the NO 2 cylind-._r valve itself, ]orlon thread dope, and [ram the
ga[l[ngproc_ss b7whlch ou;early scribedp[ug leaks were made. It appeared that even
tightening an AN fi-_.red tube fitting uas_ream of the leaf. could generate contar_ine.nts. In
these cases we found it c:dvantageous to use gold gaskets.
[_rr;
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I _l ' I ° ,iAll leaks v,'eru metal, elther of the scrlk, ed Dluc_ or c_usne., r,.;:..e variety, rne ta'rter
playing the more s:_tisfact..s,y. No m_asurements using glass or loos, lv torqued AN plug
leaks were attempted.
Of :"he 10 leaks exposed t.D 1".!204 only' 5 did nolplug cer::oleiui'/. Stable NO 2 leak
raks were achieved with Four l_:_!-.s . These are tabula _,,_.a''r>_lo',v:
..... "'_ 70°F density. This materialLeak rates for NO 2 are _×p _s,_d in cc./sec o r gas at ,,
undouo,edlyexl_,s"_ in the leak in the Form of" liquid h1204, and '_evapo_: ,,.:s at _he exlt from
the lea_.
TABLE 10. SUMMARYOF NITROGEN TETROXtDE LEAK DAIA
Nominal Location or
I"lelium Led.- Data Graph
Leak Type Rate, cc,"sec Result Summary Table Figure
-Scribed Plug, 10 -2 Partially plugged, plug part_ally 13 10
mated surfaces removed du._ing post-tes_ hel i_._rn
measurements. Good agreem,._n_
with theory prior to removal of
plugdu,ing helium tesl.
Scribed Plug 5 x 10-2 Plugged severely initially, but 11 9
plug was mosil 7 removed by use
of !;igh heat and surges of !_igh
pressure. Run .oak 9 days
Crushed Tube 5 x 10 -6 No significant plugging ob- 16 12
served during NO 2 measure-
ments but plugging of one order
of magnitude obvious from
helium-after results.
Crushed Tube 5 x 10-a This, the lasi" NO 2 leak, 15 11
perforrr.ed faultlessl 7 during
NO 2 tes_iqg, but plugged










Figure 45 summaries the res,_:ts '_f the aE.:._,.,ef.sur laa!.s, it ma,z be seen from
Figure 45 that for each leak the h}O 2an4 h_._liu.m lec_k_._, a_, rovg!_l,_, slrr,it::r. Under ideal
condit_ons (true Pois_,u;Ile Flow at low p'ers:_r_tt, i: is t',_,._:_r_,t;cally pass;bit for the I'JO 2
rate to be near[ 7 an order of rnagr_itude _'igher than ihe c_.:._resoondinci helium ra,_e. The ideal
leak geometry ,-equ;red for true Po;seuiil.:, flow wa: not ac:_ieved i:, t!_;s program, prirsaril 7
because the test leaks tended to plug'.virh prec;pitated s¢'J;as or. expo_.ure to N20 4. Hov..-
ever, if the ac,_ual leaf< geor::e:ry is corsidered to cans;st of nurr,erous small capillaries_
through an area blocl:ed bya p-ecipitated sol;d, ._i_e r_.sul)ing'.;e!iu_ flow can be _.rea.ea_
asa combination o_Poiseu;ft" flow and Kr:udson(molecul:_r] flow. Then, if it is assumed
that the leak geometry rome;ned uncl_anged dur;ng t!,c_ helhJr:; measurer,_ents after n_e" b!20 _
tests, the varlet;on at" t},e helium tea',: rate w'irh pr_:ssu.e reflects the geomeiry of the leaf.-
and the relative contrYb,_,rions of Poiseuille and rndeculsr flow' to ,'he tot,.sl flow. The cal-
culated Ix:O 2 leak rates of F;gares 9 ti_rc.ugh 12 _'e_e based on these assumptions, and agree
fairly well w;th the measured NO 2 ra_es.
4.2 Monometh},lhydrazlne Test Re:utts
Monor._.ethylhyd_azlne for these tes!s is described in aaragraph 2.3.2. Care was
taken to prevent contact between the fue[,:,qd air_ and a: the viscosity measured at t_,e end
of the tests checked the literature value closely, it w,:_s car, eluded that no fuel degradation
fl'om contac; with atmospheric carbon dioxide had occurred.
Data on four rnet_=l and eleven glass leaks is reported. In addition several early tests
were run on scribed plug metal leaks. The data on these v,,a: ver 7 peer, and following the
test the monomethylhycJra::ine from the reservoir was brov:_ in color. Th]s was attributed
to system conlamination, even though the comr;onen_s h_:d been carefully cleaned pi'ior to
assembly. When the equipment was disassembled, carefuIl'/ cleaned, and re-assembled
this problem dTs._ppeared.
TABLE 17. SUMMARY OF MONOMETHY'LHYDRAZINE LEAK DATA
Helium Location of
Leak Rate Surnmary of MMH Test Data Grapl_
Leak Type ca/sea .. Results Table Figu:e
Smashed Tubing 10-2 Flow rate initially 10-fold below theory, 18 13
decreased 1500-fold further.
Smashed Tubing 5x10 -3 Initial flow " ",_
,a,_ 100-fold below theory, 19 t4
decreased 10-f,-,Id fur_'her.
'AN Plug, Lightly 10-2 Slow increase or leak _.a,e_u_ to J/]0th 20 15
Torqued _heor)', then decreased.
AN Plug, lightly 10 -3 In;t;al leak rate 1000-fold below 21 16
l Torqued theory and ,q_,n decr._ased.






















Leak R::_e Surnmarl of MMH Test Dai'a Gra;:)h
cc/sec Re-:u!ts Table Figure
-3
7 10 Plugged after one polnt. 23 19
's 8 & 9 10 -3 Plugged after one point. 24 ]9
11 10 -4 Leak rate 30 :g> theory. 25 20
"5 10 -_ Leak rai'e 30%> theor/. 23 18
,0n!3to Plugged after one point.Is] _3 26
's 4, 6 10 -4 Plugged during initial poin,._. 27
TABLE 17.
Monomethylhydrazine produced very severe plug.Jing problems. After the early
scribed plug tests a brown, gummy deposit was found on _he plug. This was attributed to
n_n,_or ed No such deposit v-as observed in the lightlythe system contam_natio, n previously "" *" " .
torqued AN plug tests, whet, clean, colorless MMH was _ecovered from the _eservolr. MMH
from the reservoir of the smashed leak tests was also colorless, l".leve_._heless these tests also
showed evidence of leak pTugging.
All four metal leaks exhibited leak blacking. In every case ,f,_ initial flow observed
was far below l'he value predicted by apptylng simple t!_eory to the observed helium flow
rates. In addition the MMH flow rates cont;qued I'o decrease with time. Af the ends of
.these experiments file MMH flow rates were 3-1/2, 3, 2-1/2, and 3 orders of magnitude
Below the predicted values.
In each of these experiments the helium flaw rates through the leaf were decreased
by exposure to MMH. The two smashed tubing leaks were de:creased.by factors of 1/30 and
1,/100, the two AN plug le_l--s by factors o r 1/2 and I/4. This decrease, however, was far
too sinai! to accou.:t for I'he tremendously low M.MH leak _ates observed. A leak blocking
mechanism which is partially rer,"oved when f.._el is pumped out or the system must be
invoked.
By contrast _he MMH t,:.ok rates through the glass leaks '.';ere reasonably close to lhe
theoretlcat!7 calculated values. In ever}." case they were high, between 30 and 100 percent
high. Similar results were observed for wa,_e:, water/glycol , and for t!_e mixed hydrazine





Blocking of the glass leaks w.:_sa male, prc,hler, ; in only thr:_e or elev::r, lrials wcs
it poss%te to r'Jn MMH I_:at: rates at three _>ress_'r:_dr_;p ,. !mus, arid ti:._n rerun bali-r:.,
s,l uc"tc]na rl,._calibrations. We c,..,uld r.ot ,_eJl ,vi:,._ther the ..... ,,v_s ... to ad,.,er:_:,qous particles,
or to some ir, herent property of the monorrleth,.'lhydrazi,.e. F,:,_ this teaser, it is not pass:hie
to conclude that we ,,ve,e successful in obt<_ining lea_ rates close to t!_eor'/ in the glass lea_s
due i'o the chemical inermess of glass as ccr:;pared }a s_c:inl,:ss steel; our success may hove
beer', due entirely to our ab]!it}" to u-e micro, liter quantTries or f/,J;dS in the glass lea! s.
The data of Figure 15 on the i0 -2 cc,/sec AN pluq le::k are i ', .... "
.. n . ._:.t ng because of
the slow increase in obse_,/ed leak tote to" tF,e First two h:,urs of the test. If this is due to
slaw seepage of MMH tl,rou91_ the fhreclds or the backin,_ r.,t_ if in,J_ca_es ihe difflculty cf
obtaining accurate data it, such'a system_ since th._ leak c,Bv;cusl 7 m,..st be plugging up whi)e
the equilibrium flow to the exterTor or the test p:_ce is being established.
-4.3 Aerozlne-50 "test Results
The Aerozlne-50 used for ti_ese tests is described in paragraph 2.3.3. Helium
Blanketing wcs used to p.._vent reaction of t[_e fuel with i-he components of the air. The
viscosity of the fluid was measured after _!,e test se:;c.s, and the value obtainedt while 5%
below the l_terature value, indicated no significant reactior, v,'_:h atmosF.her_e carbon
dioxide. Reaction with CO 2 would markedly increase fuel viscosity and lead to much
lower observed leak rates.
Data is reported or_ nine glass and three mete! teaks. The r_e:ol leeks were all of
the paragraph 2.2.4AI'.J [ightl'/ r._rauedplu B type. l'do crushed tubing or scribed plug
leaks were attem ',,_d
TABLE 28. SUMMARY OF AEROZfNE-50 LEAK DATA
Leak Type






Glass Nc. 1 10.2
Glass No. 2 10 -3
Nominal
Helium Location of
Leak Rate, Data C- raph
/
cc/sec Summcrv of A-S0 Test °<,su!ts Tcble Figure
• . oGradual Increc:se in flow rate v,, tnln
1/2 order of magnitude of theory.
31 23
5x10 -3 Gradual increase in flow rate to 30 22,23
about 1,/10 if:ear},.
Gradual _ncrease in flow rcIfe to
within l/'10 tl_eory.
Leak rate I-1/2 tlmes theory















Glass No. 3 10-4
Glass No. 4 10-3
Gloss No 5 5x10 -4
Glass No. 6 t0 -5
Gloss No. 7 10"5
-4"
Gloss No. 8 I0
Glass I',,1o. 9 10-4
TABLE 28. (Cor;':inued _




Plugged art firs_ point. 35 -
Leak ra_,e about 307-_> t!',eory. 33 25
Leak rate about 20%> theory. 33 26
Plugged aPier 1 point. 35 -
Leak rate about 30%.> theory. 34 27
Plugged after I po_nt. 35 -
Leak rate about 1-1/'2 times theory. 34 28
The consistent plugging phenomena by MMH noted with metal leaks was not noted in the:,
three metal leaks tested with Aerozine-50. Ir_deed, two of the three showecl significant
increase in post-test huliu:'r, leak rates wlbile the intermediate size leak showed some
plugging. This latter test was perforn, ed on a fixture which did not have the same quality
of workmanship as the other two and may' indeed have contained some residual con'.amination.
In all cases l'he Ae;'azlne-50 recovered after test appeared clean and colorless.
Higher than 50 psig data could not be taken an the 10-2 metal leak as the leak role
became so h;gh that it started to drip.
Figures 21 and 22 give i'he. resuJts of the 5x 10 -3 and 10-3 metal leaks. Figure 23
gives a historical plot of the ._hree metal leaks. It can be seen that, as in the case of MMH
leaking through similar leaks, time to reach some sort of equilibr[urr is rather long. The
marked data scatte: at "equilibrium" is undeubledl;,' due to erratic fluid movement in the
leak configuration downstream of the actual leak orifice.
Comparing only the MMH filled Al'q flared leaks with slrr,_ilar A-50 filled leaks_ it
would seem that the blocking mechanism prevalent in the MMH case is not so severe a,
absent in Aerazine-50.
By contrast, ._erozine-50 in glass leaks performed reasonably like MMH. Agaln
resu!ts were some 30-50% above theoreflcatl 7 prec_icted, and a high incidence of plugging
occurred. As in the case of the MMH glass leaks, when plugging occurred it was absolute
and no post-test helium runs were possible.











A series of tlyp_Jermic syringe calibr_-_lions (To _ le 6)were p,_-'rFormed subsequent to
the Aerozir:e-50 gtass leak tests in wl/ich the 10-,.nicrc,!it.:tr syringe us."d in t!_e leak tests
_._ no- J.. _,a,ed"" slr:_uiated 1ea_.s' The leakswas utilized to inject vc-ious volumes ,": Aeroz; _"' into
were then weighed and acluat aefivery' voiumu ca_cci::,e_:, iitC- purpose-: of the e,_:perl,ment
was to simultaneously calibrate the syring,.-delive:/ t:c!_.niquc -. It was suspected From visual
observation that some Aerc=ine-50 tended fo adhere to tt_e outside or f'ne syrir_ge needle when
it was withdrawn /.am the leak. The da_a obtained s-_e_s to confirr:, t'_is suspicion in the
case of the smallest deliveI- 7 volumes (2 microilters). Err3rs in larger volur.':e dellver]es were
found.negligible. This data can therefore not be used to sappart an 7 sensible explanc;"ion of
! °the actual vs. theoretical results discrepancy.
4.4 Water and Wa.er,, GI/col Test Results
]he four test fIulds, \valor, 35-percer.t c!lycol,/water, 62.-percent gi.ycol/'v, ater and
Type Jl water/glycol are descr]bed in paragr_;}_ 2.3.4 and 2.3.5. Leak rates For these
fluids were measured uslng glass cc:pillary leals onl 7. T!_e low volatility of the glycol,'water
solutions precluded tha use of the sweeping techr_iqLres requ_ed For low leak rate metal
leaks. The data iq Table 4 illustrate, the veryslo_,' _rc:nsf_r rate ofethyler_e glycol from a
glass su:'race into. a 'ouobler' . Therefore ,no_':,-icrovoiurr:u exp-'lsion me:hod, which depends
on seeing through th._- leak, was used in most or thetes_s. Weighing or chemical analTs]s
of expelled liquids was used in some experlments.
Location of tt_e da,_a and graphs for these liquids is sun;rnarlzed below:
TABLE 36. SUMt',MkRY OF V./_FR &' - '"-'-_ ¢/Al ER,,,,_:LYCOL LEAK DATA
41,
35°,0 Glycol," 62% Glycol,/
Water Water Water
Test Data Graph Data Graph Data Graph




2-I I0 -I I 37 29
I 10-2 I 38 30
3-I 10-3 l 39 31




4 I 00 2 41 33
12 10-3 I 42 34



















Tesl" Methods: 1. Microliter Expulsion
2. Weighing of E<pelted Fluid
3. Cher_:ical an,_tysis of" expelled fluid.












It will be noted 11::;t it was possiSl.:, to measure leclk rc;fes For three of" these fluids
through the same glass lenfs (_he fourti_ Fluid studied, 02 percent g['/col,"wafer wss done at
a later date, or ifcc, uid also hove been done in the same ieai:s). Plugging occurred with all
four fluids, however it was r:nucl_ more pr.evalen- and perslstcnt v,'i,_h the Type Ii fluid. In
_''- " _' ," _ wi ' small lea__ ""fact it was necessary to run ,n,_ last; _n .:lree out of" four _c .s .'n ._ ,n,s fluid
plugged the leak irreversilsty, pre,.,ent;r:g re-measurement of _' ' "ne nellurn leak raie after the
experiment was comple_ec!. A p..;mberofaddit;or:al lee',s were tested, for whichdc:_a has
not been presented, in whicl- leak plugging occurred so soon that r_o slan;ricant data could
be obtained.
The mL, C!l grealer tendency for Type I1 fluid te plug the leak was attributed to its
corrosion inf:;biter con_en. _. As no_ed abeve, in the as-received coalition, this liquid
contained a great deal of suspended solid. Even though this '.';as ,emovec by f;Itraiion, it
seemed thatadd;tlonat solids could farm and block lhe leabs. This may be a ver/slgnlficant
factor in assessing the applicab;llty of t!_.is data to Apollo hardv_are situa_ior.s.
Extreme care was requi_ed wlih these fluids to getsofisfactor/da!a. All tes,fing
was accompl;shed work;ngat a lain;nor rlov- c[esn bench. The solvents used for cleaning
leaks, syringes, t.;bing, and the pressurization system were all fitlerad through a 0.45
micron Milllpore fil_er. The Tygon pressure tubing used was ca,e.rully blown out with
helium which had passed through a sYri_.;la, filter. When lea!: pld_!g;ng did occur an attempt
to rerno'-e the blockage v:as made, by forcing solvents or detergent through tile leak by
pressure back flushing, or b'/forcing a jet of s_lu._ion through a fine syringe tip up into
the leak. Sometimes it waspess_b!e to clean auto pluggeJ leak and ,each the original
helium leak rate, at oiher times this proved to be completely impossible.
The data of Table 46 and Figure 38 for Type II water/c_lycol tt_,ough a !0 -3 cc/'sec
hellun, leak, mea;_.Jred using the chemical cmalytical techniq,.;e, show how leak plugg;ng
with this fluid made use of the visucil technique mandatory. In this experiment it appears
that the inlilal group of data points at 30, 60, and 90 ps;g represent leakage through a
partially blocked leak, at a rate less than 0.1 percent of" flleory. Furthermore tile slope
of the data, if plotted, suggests that the leak was becoming more obstructed during the
test.
The leak was then "cleaned out" at which point the leak rate became too lay. to
measure by th_s analytical metl:od. The leaf: w_:s again cleaned out, at which time a third
run was initiated. This apparer'.tt/ g.a,.e three reasonable data polrts, and then began to
close up again. A _,no tlme did the observed !,eak rate reach within an order of magnitude
of theory, based upon the ir:itia_ helium leab rate, even though several of _'ne poir, ts were
close to the theoretical value based upon the tinct helium leak rate observed For the partially
plugged leak. When this kind of chanc:eable lea.'-: rate _s observed, a test method giving leak
rates ;mmed;ately, instead of after several ho,srsof n,b';ng, standing, and analytical war!.,
is a must.
!






The micro!itur volume da,_a s!',Dws f!_,.: s'_r_e trend as the similar da_a For the hydrazlne
fuels. Tile observed leak ra?es art, higher than th.-.orT, b'/be,_ween 30 percent and 100 per-
cent. [he results ::;re consistent ant.ugh so t_.... thTs_,r:i.,ubly ,, -_._,_, , r_p ... n,s some s).'stemat;c
bias in the experiment. Two explanatlor_s are immedl_telv apparent:
1. The shear> '..'sad for prediction is *se unsJ_f.,!_'stic(;red. In particular, it does
not make allowance for retention of fluid it, a ......... ",on,a_/ _il:-_ on tl_e walls of the lea_
2. The fluid wetfin.: J t!._e leek iusf above the car:,i[lar'/ Joes net all move down Tnto
the leak during the e.z.pul_]on :in-..e. This afro, would be larger For a large leak, where
smaller expulsion times are encountered.
The data meosu,ed by wetgnlng'.' the exneltcd, T/pc. 11 water/.'j[Tco!' From a 10-1 cc./sec
helium leak checked shear 7accura_'ety. This would s,ppear Io confirm I'he conclusion that
the high results for fluids obtained by the microliter expvlsion ,_'e_'t_od co:_toin some experi-
mental bias.
From this data the foltowlng conclusions can br: drawn:
1. Wster/gtycol soluHons and water plug small leaks
to use filtered fluids.
rapidly, un'less care is _aken
2. Inhibitor increases the plugging tendanc/ of v.'arer/"glycol solutions.
of 10-1
rate by
" * • I3. The predicted leak rate, uslna Pomeu_tle tneorT, through glass capillary lea!-.s
to 1n-3 cc/sec of helium is aetween 20 and -,0 percen, be.ow ,q_e observed le._,-
the m_.rol,,e_ voiurne method.
4.5 Fixed Gas Test Results
Leak rates of four gases (hat;urn, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen) were measured
through metal leaks of 10-2 , 10 -4 , and 10 -6 cc,/sec of helium. Data is given in Tables 50_
51, 52, and 53, and graphed in Figures 42, 43, and 44. The volumetric water displace-
ment meH_ad was used For tt_e 10-2 cc/sec leak, and the mass spectror_,etrlc method descr;bed
in paragraph 2.4.4 was used for the 10-4 and 10-6 cc"sec leaks. Helium and axy]en were
measured between 20 and 900 psi pressure difference, and hydrogen and nitrogen belween '
20 and 2500si pressure diff-,ence. A discu:siop, of the _esu!ts, and of the relationship
between actual values and values derived fl'om gas flow theory, is given in Section 5.4
below.
One possible source of deviation in tt_e e'<pedrnental data should be pointed out
The actual test data on the _wo smaller experh_._enta! r_cd:s was taken using the Bendix
mass spectrometer on April S and April 9 Calibration', O _r t!_e moss spect,'ornetel sensitiv;_y
ratios for th.__segases was done on April 10. The validity of the results depends on the
assumption that the ratio oF the sens,tlv_ty of the .system for a test gas such as oxygen, ta
its sensitivity for'ne!,jm" was important over tk,is 4-ree.....d::y p.s.riact, ._v'm thouah the heliu_:_
sensitivity on these three days was 1.63, 0.59 and I.n5_ ,. t0-Tatm-cc/sec/div(onthe 10-1_
scale) respectively.









Norma!ly _hls assu,'npflon ',_',uld be quite accurc:' . ira . a aiven mass spec_romefe,'.
However, the ins._rument was subject rod:if_ in _he eleciron_c co,_trof circuits; apparentJy
triggered bya momenta,-,/ line voltage surge in our Jabo,atory. This drift caused the
alignment or the ion beam to vary sllght!y from day to day, and was conddered to be the
cause oftI_e differing dailyh,:tiu.n sensitlv_ties. V:_rlation of ion boar"alignment cou!d
cause the instru,'r_ent to respond differently io different mass nu.:,b,;rs (i.e., the senslt[v_ty
factor ratio of tv','o gases would vat 7 fror,_ day to day!. This effect is cor,sldered to be the
cause of the 50 percent higher titan expected leak ra_e data for hydrogen discussed in
Section 5.4.
5.0 DATA CORRELAiIOI'-,I Ai'dD THEORY
No attempt will be made in this repot; to carry o,-t any extensive discussion of the
theory and practice of leakage measurement, or of the exter',s;ve theoretical treatmen's
which have been made of fluid flow through small leaks of various configurations. This
subject _sadequafelycovered in available publications. In particular we have f-ound ,_he
leakage testing handbook of Mart (Reference 15} to be e×ceedlngly useful.
5.1 Genera! Discussion of Fluid Leakage
FIowrafe through a leak iscontrofledbya great manyparamet_.rs. Among the most
important of these are the geornetry of the leak path, including its length, cross-sectional
area, and Tts tortuoslty, the pressure differential across the leak which acts as a driving
force, the phase of" the leak.:ng fluTd (e.g. gaseous or I_quid) net only on both sides of the
leak but also within the leakj and the type of flay., at every posTtier: wifilin the leak. Three
types of flow are commonly encountered, molecular or Knudsen flow in ,.vhicl_ the m_lecular
mean free path is greater than a typical flow path crass-sectlonal length, laminar viscous
flow in which the flowing particles follow constant stream lines, and turbulent viscous flow
in which tt_e strean: I_ne flow breaks down due ,_o the formation of eddys in the flow. A
fourth type ot: flow z choked flow, occurs when a fluid encounteres a large pressure differ-
ential when flowing _hrough a short orifice and reaches sonic velocity. Sonic flow is not
considered to be present common!y during normal leakage conditions.
The partlcular flow mode encountered in a given leak depends on the parameters
enumerated above. Theoretical analysis of flow through small leaks is complicated b}' ti_r,.,e
facts. Firstly, the transition between two f;ow modes is not sharp and as one flay; mode is
giving way to a second the theoretical _rec_tment becomes corr,_plicated. Many theoretical
equations describing such transi._ion Irloware available. Secondty the Flow mode may
change within the iengi'h of the leak path of a single leak due to changlng pressure or
changing geometry. In par,_icular a gas leaking from a high pressure to vacuum could
undergo laminar flow until a pressure small enough to permit rr.olecular flow is encountered.
Cross-sectlonat variation can _esult in beth [arnlnar and turbulent lrlow in the same leak.









fluid at the same pressc_re di.;'ference, v.'h;Ie undorgo]'_ ._ f',vO differcrl modes of leaFc:ge.
One leak mlgTit cons]s" OF C sin.::le char_ne!, while aqoth_.r lea!. cons:s._s of n,ultlple f;r;e
capillaries. In the la_te_ c::se flow _hrougli sonic capillaries mi:j_. _ Be r:,o!ecular, "nrauglt
others rf_;ght be lam;-:or, and t'.',rough s.']lt others could be hans;+ional Be._v,'een molecular
and laminar.
The follov_ng tcble, ass-__mbted from Morris l_csndbocl-:, lists ssme of the conditions
under wh'lcn_ different leaLage modes ma 7 be anfic;pai-es.




Gaseous Leakage Leakage Flow-
LeaFage Reeion Fla_,'-Press. Rolat;or, Flov,,Prop. Region Press.
(cc/sec) Q CC Q OC Re'/n.olds No. Rel.
Turbulent >10 -2 (P12-p_2) 1''2 I/T-/'M >2100 Pl_-P2
Laminar 10-1 _ 10-6 (P12_ p22) 1/-.I7 _( 1200 P1-P2
Me ecular <10 -5 P1-_ VL,,/M Not Applicable
'2
In order to correlate leak rates of d:fferar_t Fluids, especially when comparing f!_e
' _ leak, it' " 'leak rate of a gas and a liquid t!'ro-:gh ih_ sa::_e is necessar 7 ,_o know ,_he appllcaole
leak mode. This is Frequently' difficult to discover.
The maioriJy of our measurements have been made wlth.fluids leaking from an
elevated pressure to one atmospk, ere. Under these conditions, and v,'ith the size of leaks
with which we have dealt, the maior!,_yofaur leakage hat occurred in the laminar mode.
For laminar flow of a gas tt_,ough a cytTnd_Tcal leak: the Po;seu;lle equation is
applicable:
Oo : '/7" . (..__)4 1 _!__ Po (p (Eq. 1)
8 " ---[- 1] 0 1-P2 )
QG : gaseous leak rai-e --quantity,unit tin'._e.
D "-: dlc:meter of leak path







1'] = absolute vlscosi_ 7 of gas
P : average prs,ss_-re of" gas ,-.'it_iu fhe lea_.i " (p .i.__,D-,L,' 2
a
P1 = pressure a_ hkjh side
P2 = pressure at low side.
By algebra we get O G - '/7b (-2--}'D.4 2"11G! L 'fP12-P2 2) (Eq. 2)
For laminar flow of a liquid t!,rough a c,/l;nd::col leak p.:H_ the to,Jawing equa!ion
applies:
QL- ¢/" (_D)4 1__ ._1_ (P1 - P2) (Eq. 3)
8 L 71L
QL • z °:: liquid leak rate --:quanttty,,unll- tlme
,ilL =- liquid absolute viscosity
Since the geometr;cal facto_ of 'Tf/'8 • (D./2) 4 • 1/'L is the same in equatior, s I
and 3 t the ratio of QL to QG is given by:
'fig 1
OL- ---Oa " ----fi-[- " P° (Eq. 4)
If the leak pal!, departs From the sfr;ctly cylir, dr;cal geometry used in dr'r;ving
equations 1 and 3, it is s_ill probable that the geometry will produce similar effects on
gaseous and liquid Flow. For th;sreasot_equation 4 has been used in this report for cal-
culating theoretical liqu;d flow rates from obse,_,ed helium flow rates, even though it is
recognized that fhe procedure rests or. a shaky ,q_eoret;cal foundation.
Information concerning the flow mode in a leak may be'obta_r.ed from a log-log
plot of pressure difference against flow rate, as shown by the following derlvat_om:













]his im,,pl;es fhct dcta rola_inq leak ' _ _" __a,_ to p:essL're a,[t. .... ntTa[ should r:roduce a s:ra_gh;
_;ne wlth a slope equal i'o ore if plotted on io .... o-, pao:_r _f _' ' r,e. flow is !a."r:;:_ar
Equation 2_ for gases, reduces to:
2 p2 2)QG ::K' (P] - (Eq. 7)
For leakage to a vacuum P2 : O, P
IogQG - log K' + 2log P1
] __ _X,p, ard ;f togs are ,a,.ert
"--:" C' ._ 2 log/X F'
"lhis implies ti_at a !og-log plot of luak rate ctala vs. pressure diffe'ence should
again be linear1 with a slope of 2 for lan:inar flow.
If P2 _ 0 o,'-,e would no longer e',.pect a stra_,!','c_, line plot w'_ih a slope of 2 for a
plotof IogC.' agains;Iog,/_P. However ;fP2(,_P1 _he data shou!dstil! closely approximate
this form.
For some of the larger leaks studied in if. is pro.qr._m, which ha:re been in the range
of 10-2-|0 0 c.c/sec o.r heliur;;, we have either moved flora _he region of lamin:lr flow into
the region of turbulent rio';,,, or are .in the process of so doing. Far gases in the turbulent
flow regior, the appropriate eguatlon is:
5,2FR, 2:1
where the sy:nbols are c:s deflned previouslv, R, T, and M have their usual kinetic theor),
meanin_gs_ and F is a factor related to the frictional .:ho"acter_stlcs of the leak walls.
This equation, for the case of P2 : 0, reduces to:
II
QG =K " /"'P1 (Eq. 10)
I1 II
IogQG = log K _- IogAp -- C -,- log A ? (Eq. 1t)
and aqain a log-log plot wiI[ Be linear with a slope of oI_e. As long as P2{_Pl the plot
will s;ill be close to linear, with H_is same slope. Thus as the gaseous flow mode changes
from laminar to turbulent, the change should br._ indicated by a change in the slope of a
log-log plot from two to one.
!
:.-:r i 6 0










From this eqs'.uricn, v.,i'h the usual _ssur,_pt]c;n t'ncl P2f<Pi it Coltov.'s that a plot of
log QL against ,og,/_ P wo-ld aive c s_mlght I;re wi_h a s_op_ of i "2 l_ i_ not probable
that oT_y oJ: our I_qu;d leak rotes ,,..,ere high enou..qh to he [r _,-' turbuJ::n range
The final case to be considered is that of a comLinaticr, of !arr, inar and Knudsen gas
flow. This s,,ill occur ',vhen a gas is leo:king rrom a relcfiv._l 7 i_igh p_essure to a vacuum.
At tke leaL" in!at flow is obviously laminar unless the I ea_: is so large tna, turbulent flow
car, take place. As the pressure drops througt, the led. aposition w;!l be reached when
the pr__u,,__.v.__",s low er',ough so that the molecular mean free path of the gas will be of 4"e,,
"_ .... " of ,"nu_,teob This is the condition required forsame order of rnagnikJde as tf,e a_:m..t _
the ons,:'f of K.:udser, flow, and from this pob;t to the outlet Knudsen Flow will occur. For
very fin_- capi[[,:_ries this may occur at o re.:_s_nably i:igh pressure; ,--:lea',: consisting of many
canilla_y channels _n pa,.'.,llet may e;.:hihi_ i'hls behavior with o reasonably hiah flo','_ ,ate.
Aq equation titling th:s ,;t,jat]on hc:s been given B7 J. Amesz (Reference i6) as
fall ows :
QG : 10-6 D3 _ D (P 2-P22) _ 2.88 -V-N_P1 2_
-_ (Eq. 13)
-L- .09S ;_-_- I ' '
Equation 13 expresses the gas flow rate in n, icror,-liters/sec ;nstead of otto-co/sea.
This equation, as noted below, v.'._s used o's a _asis .tar pr::dicfing liquid flow rates fl'om
helium leaf rate da,_a ob.:-uined fro_.q the hel;u;n lea;. delector.
5.2 Discussion of Oi:,._,-,.'v,-',,,_d Helium Leakage
Heliur_ leak re!as through leaks, with leak rates ranging between 2.3 cc/sec and
5.2 × 10 -7 cc"sec are plotted in this document. Almost all of these, with the exception
of I'he lightly torqued Ai'.l plug lea_s, approximate cylindrical leaks I'o some de_jree. Ti_e
theor'/discussed in the previous section suggests that log-log p!ets of lea_: ,ate against
pressure difference for small leaks should lie on various parts of a generalized curve. This
curve has an initial slope of one for very sn..alt leak rates, corresponding io molecular flow,
with the slope changing through a transition region to two For viscous laminar flow at
moderate lea'c, rates, and finally in a second trar, s_tion region changing back to one again





A log-log plo_ to: a sing,, lea:.- could !;e ocr:iall,' ::_ tv.,o of these porr;o:'.s of the
generalized curve, since '.vitl_ a hi_her press_;re dliMr ..... ial and the r,:.sult]ng !_;sher flow
rate, the prlrary flow r.lode through the lea_- c_,uld be di:ferent fr::_rr_ri:e pri,.;ar/ flow :-,ode
at a lower pressure different_al. V/heth_r the, do'.vns;rear:, side of the leak is at a vacuu-r.., or
at ambient pressure, can a]so afrec, the rio'..' mode s re: u:/.
]he primary mode of leakage e_:hl)._ed by ,q_e r::':_iority at" Ihe leaks studi_s if, this
proc'ram, seemed to be lar_,ir'a,, wii'h slooes, ciose to _'.'.a for fog-log ,r_l°ts of" leak rate aca_ns(g"
pressure differentials. For tile lar3er leaks a change or slope i'o'.-_ard one can be seen,
ind;c_ti,,,e of the onset of tur_sul..'r_t flo'.v. Simil_,rl,/ for the smal!est le._-ks a change of slope
towqrd one can be seen, espec_a!ly " ...... ,-.',,here thu do'.'.:_.sid_- pr_._,u_ is close to zero.
I
As an example, co_sider Figure 9, for a 5 x ]0 -2 z , !ca, sec lea,<. A llne connecti_',r:; t_e
35 and 50 psl points, with leak rates of 2 x ]0 -2 and 4 x 10-2 has s slope of 1.7, while a t
llne connecting the 250 and 3.50 psi poi_,fs at 5 ><l0 -! and 8 x 10-1 cc/sec has a slope of.
1 4, Thus in both cases we appear to obs._rve t:ansi_ie.nai flow, ,.vltI-, tl_e laminar mode
predominating at low pressure differer, ces and turbulent flow at high pressure differences.
The data graphed in Figure 20, for a ]0 -4 cc sac lea)k, gives a slope of 2.0. This
leak rate is in the m_ddle of the laminar region, and .fi_e f'low is probably [aminar at all
pressure di £:erences.
The transition to r_'_lecalclr flow can be, seen in Fi_j,jre 12 for a 5 x 19.6 cc,/sec I._.uk.
A change in slope from 1.5 at the high pressure difference to 1.3 at the tow pressure
difference indicates an increasing cor',tribu_ion of" molec.Jl:_r flow to the observed flow rate.
After the tes t the leak rate of the partially blocked leak had dropped by a factor of three,
and lhe slope for the two [ov,'est points was 1.0, ;ndicc)_]ng es:entially molecular r',lOW
throughr_uf _he leak.
In applying i-his theory to explain the observed helium leak rates, it is important to
recognize the possible effect of experir:_ental da."a scatter on the observe_ leak rates and
slopes. Also, it should be re-emphasized that the same leak rate can occur by different
modes in two leaks with quite different geometrle_.
5.3 Discuss,_on of Liquid Leakage
Leakage data For each individual fluid through a series of test leaks is given in both
tabular and graphical form a_ the rear of tt,]s repori. Far everyexperlment a theoretical
liquid leak rate has been caic,..",_ted tram the obsepCed helium gas leak rate, and compared
on the grap_ with the observed liquid leak rate. in t;_.e instances wl-ere the helium leak
rate changed during the test the calculated curve ',,.,asgenerally based upon the !_eliurn
leak rate as observed at the end of the experlment, lkis choice is, in a _neasure, arbitrary
since it was not usually possible to tell at who f stage of t!.e experiment partial blockage of
the leak occurred Where complete bl ' took p ,• oc_ca.3e lc:ce the theoretical curve was per-










Three techniques were used for calcu!etTng tl-_e _heoretic,__:[ curves. For srn=fl
N20 4 !eaks_ where the helium leTk rate.'- were mec:.sured using: _b.e CEC leak detec_o,, se
that the downstream pressure was close ;o zero, an equation S;,/er. b;/Amesz (Referer, ce 16)
was used. This equation allo,.vs one to predict" l;qc'id ted-. rat:_s from :jaseous l_uk rate dale
taken at three pressures [eakTr'.g to a vacuur:_ even if both molecular and lan_inar flov; modes
are important in the gaseo'_s flow.
where QL = liquid leak rate in cc/sec
11 = absolute ,.,iscosity
'_ PL --: pressure drop for the liquid leak
A, B, C ' refer to three upper pressures for helium leaking to vacuum
P :-- pressure
QG gas leak rate in ahm cc./sec
Forsma[I helium leak rafts measured voltm_etr;callT, so that the downstream
pressure WaS ] atmosphere, eq,Jatlor, 4, as .ji'/en in Section 5.1, was used. "[his included
all of the tests For the hydrazine fuels, and i'he watec"gl>'col fluids in which the slope of
the log-log plots of hel;um leak rate agai:sst pressure drop approached 2.
For lar_e_ helium" leak rates_ greater man" 10-2. cc./sec of he[iurr', where turbu[ent
flow became ir:._poriant_ so that the slope of the Iog-!og plots approached 1_ the liquid leak
rate was predicted by multipl/Tng the observed helium leak rate by the ratio of the viscosity
--r I .oFhellum to the viscosity of Ihe liquid. ,n:s approach was taken since it maintains the same
slope for both curves, and since insufficient information is available in this leak rate region
to allow more sophisticated calculatlor_.
In general, the c.bs,trved differences between predicted and observed vaIu,s are
within a Factor of" two of each other, provlded the helium leak rate is measured under ,"he
same conditions of blockage as the fluid leak rates. For metal leaks this latter conditi.:_n
can be ver/d]fficult to f'ul!fi!_ as extreme excursions oF[iquid leak rates'.ve_e observed
during the tests, tt would appear that tt_e use of these theories to predict I:quid leap rates
from observed helium leak rates is a reasonable procedure, ".vhTch generally will err on







In the case of glcss leaks meas__'red b>' "he mic ,"s!urne expulsion techniq,Je, the
observed liquid leaL- rates appear to be unifor:-.:ly !:ig!_, L:sually betv:e._n 20 and 100 perc,._'nf.
As indicated previo'Jsly, this o:obably reDr:.ser- s a sys.::r_a,lc e.<perir.'r,er, t.'-;I dev;ati_r_, ',.'!,;c",
could possibly be corr:pensated For analy_ical! .', based upon enough cat •'_ora:ion date.
Figures 45 to 51 Dreser;t surnmsrTes of V'_e relationships betv.'een observed helium and
liquid leak re'as for each liq,,id tes_ed. They can be dsed For order of _,agnitude predicfic,_s,
provided that ;' is rer;_ember,;d that erich lir_e re.eraser:is an ir_di'.'id:_,al leak, v. ith its own
geometry, and that another look wlfh the same i_eliu'r_ leak rat__ts_ igt,t possess somev, hat
different" liquid leak _ates.
It is interesting to cornpa,e the summary curves gf Figures 50 and 51, since they deal
with two q.uite similar flui.ds, glycol/wa_er solutirJns v.,it!_ 62 and 67 p_:.rccnt glycol, with
viscosities of 4._ and 5.$3 cps respectively. If thes:t figures are overlaid, the leak rates
l:or the 62% glycol/water art: approxlmaIety 50% hlg!,__r than those For the 67_,L_glycol/water
(Type II ',voter,/gtycol,..x Whi!e this difference ;s some.d-_:Jt large: than the' difference ;r_
viscosities, the check is still faTrly close.
5.4 Discuss;on of Fixed Gas Leakacje
The oblective of tile Fixed gas leakage tests was merely to deterrr,;ne wholher the
leak ra,_es gene"ally corr._'lated with theory; tq,.Js extrer:le care ,:.'.% not taken in these
rneasurernents, and the resulting experimental er:o_ was correspondingly higher than would
have been obtained if time-cansur::ing sophisticated m::iods had been employed.
The results (Figures 42, 43 and x4) do indicate a g,.,nera[ agreement with theory.
Leakage thr3,.,jh the largest test leak (f-i-3u:e 42) was r.qugl_ly proportional to t!,e inverse
• t:_e square root o r theof h,e gas v;scositi_s at the low test pre-sures, and to the _nve:se of
gas molecular '.':eights at the high tes_pressures. Also, the slope of the leafage curves For
th]s test leak showed a decreasing tr...'nd with [ncreas;_g pressure. It would therefore appear
that ' ....the Flow mode in this leak was _n transit;on From viscous Ion,mar to turbulent flaw, '.'.'ifh
the flow at low pressure mostly laminar, and that at hi:gh pressure mostly turbulent.
A
Leakaae " ' "' ,"throug,, the medium-sized t:_.st leak (nar,_inal ! x i0-" cc He. s.c, Figure 43)
appeare d to be predor,,'nately in the laminar flow mode, except at the lowest test pressures
at which a sligt_ • trar_sition to molecular flow '.'.'as observed. At ihe h;ghe_ pressc, res_ the
slope oF the leak rate plot approached 2, and the re!afire positions of the cu,..,es For the
four gases indicate that the lec:k rates we.re rouJ_lyproportional to the inverse o,r fhe gas
viscos;ties ol4^_ ', ., ,.gh the hydrogen curve was about 50% higher than would be expected•
At the Iow(.:st test c>ressur'es, the effect of the gas viscosity on the leak rates appeared to








The transition From molecular to laminar flow _s rruch more :,.r.n_l/ c:ppcr.._n_ in
' r- •the smallest _-t,_ leak (nonincl. l, x i0 -6 cc He so.c, r-,gure 44_. At The' Iowust test pressures,
the slope of the leak :'are cu_-_es was very .nearly' o_",_, and _ ",_ ,r=e r r'el _':'.._, ,:• di:placerr,,.'nt was
approximately r_roportional to the square root of" the gc:s molecular we:21_ts A__ n, ,he
curve for hydrogen wGs scmev.4_at h_gher tnar', w._uld Be expected, rclc. ,vu to those ,he
other gases. At the highest tes_'pressures, the curves rot,eared ,he reducing ;nfluer;ce. of
molecular weight and the inc,easlr_g effect of" gas viscosi_v,., along with a aradual_ increase
in slope, indicating tt_e increasing contribution of tke Poiseuilte Flow r,o'Je te the i'otat
leak rate.
It can be concluded fhcl, as predicted by kinetic ttleorT, the leak rates at: the four
gases are not greatly different under any conditions, and those of helium, oxygen, and
nitrogen in the viscous !aminar Flow regime are quite similar because their vlscosities are
quite similar. Hydrogen leaks at a somewhat higher rate than _he other gases because both
its viscosity and molecular v.'elc!:.* are lower than those o r i'he other gases; this fact should
be taken into account in ass;gr, ing allowable leakage rai'es For other tracer gases in a syslem
which will contai_ hydroger'.
6.0 DISCUSS!ON OF EXPERIMENTAL ERRORS
The reassn for d_scuss[ng exper;me_!al errors is to establish, o c_-nf'ldence t._,.,:,1 For
the e..:pe,-irnent:3[ data pre_er-_ed _. cor.'p!ete!y rigorous discuss;or: i's no_ warranted because
the measurement errors were estlmated rather fi_an Being assessed stailstTcally. The estimated
errors ef the individual measurements are reaorted in Table 55 together w_th the approx]:nate
probable error {or each fluid correlation. (The probable error is tho_ nun=ber which the actual
! _" "a.error may wlfh equal prooa_,le,y, be greater than or less than.)
Table 55 shows ' • tt_tnc, ._ estimated co:.f,ibufion of |'andom errors to the orobable error
is relatively small (2.2 to 4.5%). The validity of this estimate is illustrated by :he internal
consistency of the data.
The estimated contribution of systematic or biased errors is gen.c.rally greater ihan the
contribution of" random errors. In the case of the volumetric displacement maasurernents on
the fixed gases no s_.-gnif_ccnt systematic errors are anticlnated. The MSLD and mass spec;ro-
n'eter systematic erro,s ar;se from the 10-_. unc..rta;nty' of" the rate of the slandard helium leak
used to calibrate the MSLD and the 6-.b error in f[:c mass spectrometer detector factor
for oxygen and nltrog_n gases and _i,_ Facial error fur h'/drogen, which; is even 9r:.,ater. It
should be noted :hat systematic errors _n _he hellur_ meas.,remen:s influence all correlations
of liquid ,,vi4: hel!um leakage.
The N204 liquidt r d.,,:_ ' " "-a._:age .... is the most uccurate with :, plobab!e sys._en,aflc
error of 5% due to the ana_;,'tical standard. The pro,%ab[e cor:elati,.,n error of _-120 4 vs.









Systematic errors it, the other liquid leakage dc,L-_nrise from dltficult 7 in collecting
materials oF low vola,'iJi-,., £:;_ cl_emicul aual,,sis or From inaccuracy in iq_roducing knd.vn
,-._ nol.4-uc, in Tile o.::oilJo- 7 when gas break-vo[un'es of liqui-'_ into glass c_pill:::i._:s and liqJid ' .....
through occurs. These e,,s,s are s}'sternafic i:_ t!_e ';C.rS:. _!_C:fr!,a cl_er_:ical anal>.s_s irdlcc,,_es
i -_. I ' ! _ ,.. I " I • •Iowe_ than actual leakage rates in ,h_e cases v,!,:_: :! ,- r' __ o.c_u_.'e _xh,o sion• l nL_ I cc, f.' 5
hTgher than act_;al values. They are also s,vstcr:attc _n : e :,rose ,_e inFi-,ence on ,,,e
leakage rate def.'tlrire':i ,,aFie _, wlt_ leakage rate o, s_Jmple VC:I.'r;'_., !_,owever/ fhe)z are
random in the sense that tl_e7 are not quanti'atFtel 7 :eprodvcTble.
Sys,erno_.c errors _:_ the Mtv_H ant A-50 mec;sL, rer.'__.nts may result i_ leakage ra_es
dei'ern_i'_ed by chemical analysis or rr,icrovolu;._e expul!;T:_r, v,".ich are cs m:_'ch as 25?5 law,
causing heliurn corrr-tation errors of H_e same ma,gr;h;d_,. Sysl-:-motic errors in the'.vc_'er and
wafer glycol measuremen.s result in leakage rates by the mlcrc,.,olu:;,e e:<p,,lslon technique
which are believed to be of the order of 10:;$ I_._gI_produch'_g helium corretat;on errors of
apprax hnate!7 14]3.
The foregoing c!;scussTon de_[s only with 4_e cccu.ac7 oF the e.<perlrrentat wor_.: done
in this program. The diffe,ence between t_e expe,i::_er_fa( and t_eoretlcal correlatTons c:,n
Be infiuenced by:
l. Systematic e×pe,irnental errors.
2. Non-ideality of t'ne leak path geometry.
3. Interaction of the lea'ing fluid and the rnai'eriat of consfruction of the leak.
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GaS Burette Volume ::I
Time _-]
Probable Random _ :'4.2












R is Random, S is Sysrer::atic (See [ext).
P='d_::blc Rand._m Err:'sr in Absolute Leak Rate {Assurr, ir, g Lurninar Flow).
Systematic Error or' Bias in Absolute Leak Rate.
Probd_le S..sh'-matic Error or Bias in Fluid vs Helluro Correialion
Detector Factor Error ;s Greah..r for Hydroger, {See Text).
r,_o_: I_>, F>" o,e
a. ° ,Con,l_ou_ing Errors.










7.0 COb!CLUSIONS Ab,!D RECOMMENDATIOi-._S
7.1 Conclusions
1 Leaks in tile lO -1 lO -6
• - cc 'sac of helium range are e.<._rer.ely susceptible to
plugging and partial blockage during t;quid flow condition,s.
2. In view of the unpredictabiJit'/ .of"plugging effects, application o, laboratory
experimental data to actual hardware liquid leaks should be done with ouution.
I _ ° ,.3. Pelseuiile flow tneory sat;sf_;ctor:l/ p ..d:c,s liquTd flow rates through ur, blocked
glass leaks in the 10-2-i0 -5 cc,":ec of helium range.
4. Po;seuille flow _heor/predict_ propeilcmt rio',,.' ra'-_s thro_rgh metal leaks which
are in gencr_71 higl',er than the actual rates experienced, in no case we.re liq,.JkJ flov,, rates
encountered significantly higher than predicted.
5. E×trerne care in cleaning system components, and the assembled s/stem, and in
pur:fying and .qltcring tes_ fluids :educes but does not preven_ leak plugging.
6. ]his program did not stud}, leal<aae due to permeation. Such leakage is
generally not susceptible to p!ug_;ing or blockage.
7. Chemical anal/tical techniques, based upon sv-eep methods, are a convenient
and accurate way or/measuring !;quid leak rates providing the liquid is sufficlent[y volatile.
8. I',I20 4 flow rates through leaks in i'he 10.2 to 10 -6 cc,,"sec of heliLml range can
be predicted from measured helium teab rates v.,ithin 50:"_, using "" "".. ,lans_,lon flow theory, and
ossumlng bJ20 4 liquid leakage. 1his is providing'he helium flow rates are measured under
_" "_ 204 flow rates.the same blockage co,d_,ior, s as t-he Ix!
9. In every case N20 4 passing rhrougll a metal leap decrec, sed the leuk rate of
helium to some extent.
10. The leak rate oF MMH through metal leaks contir.ued to decrease w_th
exposure tTme.
t 1 . In two out of .....thr_ cases exposure of metal I__l..._,_"* to Aerozlne-50 resulted in
an increase in the hetiurn !eak rate.
12. Aer,:zine-50 does not appear to produce bl _"oc,.age of" metal Jeaks as exposure
time increases.










• ,,-: ...... _ ' tl leaks ( <i014. B.Jbb(e teclk fta,._ det,.:ction is Tr..... q_r,. cr ae,vc,tr,._ sma
t._s ing using r_.it_-r rne ,,adsca. sec helium'i, and may ;n' r.. ,,:irh suosequr::nr leak " ' ',ef,L:l 4 , .
15. Ti_esniffer probe method is of qualitative v_lve .s_ly. The observed leak rates
are approxlmaielv three orders of magni;uJe io.ver than the actual leak rote, anJ variatlc-,s
of i300_b are found betv.een dTft'e:ent oaerato,s, and d;fFer--ni _probe aii'itudes.
16. The alligator" Boot .."ne:)_od, proper!y crppii:_d, can measure heli-rn leak rates
accurateiy.
7.2 Recommendations
1. We recommend i'hat allowabte t_e[iurn leak rates be cstubtlshed, based upon
allo;vable fluid leak rates, by assur_ing the "_ " , _ '"app_,_,.r_c':e ,,_eorer_cal relatlonshlp between
the two. For I_qulds flowing through leaks _: lU -_ cc "sac or heJ_urn and lower assun,e
• °1 m
Poiseuille flow. The resultlng per..'_ss'.o)_ he!Turn lea_" _",_" ".... c_ will Be conservative in vie,,,'
of the proBabi!iry of pcutial or complete blockage in actual hardware leaks.
2. We recornrner, d use of the al]igator boor method for measuring helium leak
rates where it is geonsehlcally feasible
3. When it is desired to sludy propellant lea_:ag., from a loaded s/stern or assernBl/,
tec::n" ' " _"" re.col " Iwe reco:nmend use of sweep gas ' _ques corr, bTned ,.v, n co,or_r-_,I_c che analyt,c',
methods.
4. In connection with recommendation 3_ a chamber surrounding the leak is
required. We recommend developmenl: oF propellant ,esistant cha'_,bers similar ro
alligator boats, for this purpose.
• A.... [,-_,;_,,_ tl_e use of the mass5 We n.commend additional study, aimed at _,,..: _r....
spectrometer as a defector For contlr, ously rnoni_'ar_ng propellant vapor concent_atlons.
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APOLLO TIE LEAK TES DATA
3 ,'5 '63-3 ,'15/63
Norninal 10-2 cc ':ec helium tea!-:, surfaces polished bu', not ma,ed
plug scribed.
Nitrogen Tetro:,.iae
Helium leak rate measured volume_r_ca?l 7 befof i'e:t, with leJ.:
tester after test
Pressure, Volume, Time, Leak Rate,
Dale psig cc sec cc _sec










































































































Elap_,ed tqO 2 NO 2 Flow
Time, FI o',, (R,:_al Ocs)
0.37 I .$I x10 -6
O. 40 i . 96 ,', I 0-6
O. 49 2. "'2 < I 0-6
1.27 6 22xI0-6











237 I .41 x10 -'_















































Helium Rote After Run
(5.70x10-6 s_d _ 21 dlv.)
Date
3/; 4/68























NO,) NO 2 How .Avg.
Flow" f Real Gqs) NO 2_' ,
_---_ -CO/sec
2t 10 I .03x 10-2 _--'-----
"C2JJO I ") 0-2 ).U,.x 1
2070 1.01;:10-2 'i" 1.02x10
2050 1.00×10 -2 I
1510 7.40>: 10-3 -;
15;0 7.40_10-3 " 7.40x 10"
1020 5.00x 10-3 ":
1020 5.0x ;0-3 " 5.0x i0 -3
4?0 2.40x10 -3 -,
456 2,24x;0-3 2.33x I0-'
483 2.36;: 10-3
Differ-_nce In
CEC Rec:c!h_g Leak Rate
Div
...... C C,'/S ._ C
5,7.00 1.54 x lO"3
]4,500 3.93 × [n-3
"-' ,_
32,500 8,81 x 10-'_











,_.;U,M,BE_ D.-, i .'"-:'_z-,..-"z
i,r" LTR
,ABLE i £





Nomlnal 10 cc/sec helium leak, scribed plug.
Fluid: Nitrogen Te tro'<ide
Cam rnen ts:
Test Description
This leak rapidly r_lugged completely during the N20 4 testlna. Ins_rurr.ent
response varied as ;ndlcared L,elo',v d_,'r;n:._ i-t::lium :es_.s.
Pressure Diff-:ence I:"
Pressure Diff. CEC Reading, Leak Rate,
Date psig psi Div. cc.tsec_
Helium Rate Before Run
(Standard -: 2100 to
1800 dlv.for a vari:::.le
capi!lary s_ar_dard leak






35 50 1,100 6.11 x 10_2
135 150 5,000 2.79 x 10_2
235 250 11,700 6.50 x l0
-t
335 350 20,200 1.12 x 10
2/16/68
System Elapsed NO 2 NO 2 Flow
Pressure, Time, Flow (Real Gas)
/ • !
psi g Min. / iS,"r,/m In cc, sec
50 2 150.0 7._. x 10-4
15 20.5 I Ox I0-7
35 9.6 4 7x 10-_
60 4.3 2 1-< 10",
90 1.6 7 9x 10-°
350 2 3.5 1.7 x 10-_
50 1.6 7 9 x 10-, 0
550 100 1.1 5 4x 10-_
_- 117















Nomlnal 10-2 cc."sec helium leak, sc_ibed plug, :.cted surfaces.
Fluid: N ;trog,:n Tetrox [de
Comments: Dal'a for N20 4 taken on 3,/1/68 was used toplct leakase graph. During
measuren'ent of tile hal]urn leak rate aft_.r _est a_ 5,0 psi the need!e of
the CEC leak d,:_tector rapidly moved to, a new higher value. This was
attribu._ed to dislodge:'r_ent of a parfiall 7 blocking par:icte.
Test Descl'ipfion Date
Pressure Differer:ce In
Pressure, Diff. CEC Reading,
psig psi Div.
Helium Rq_e Before Test
(A lxlO -z sh'Jr:J._rd _cak
gave 240n to 2500
divisions}




Helium Rate After Test 3,/:_,/'6,'3 _ 35 ..50 41,500
(Std :: 8,500 fcf a 7.3,.10 -6 lea:.'.)-- Leak rate increased four-fold .v:,'Je
(Std = 110 div.for 72.<10 -6 leak) 35 50 2.290
135 150 !ff .,..,-.,,.,
235 250 27, 149
O,,._335 350 65 ....,zC














Nitrogen Tetroxide Leak 2,"'26,/8 50
2/27,/8
Syslem Elapsed NO 2 NO_ FIov.'
Pressure, Time, Flow (Rea: Gas)
ps;g Min. ]_gm/mln cc,/sec
.7'
80 546 2.. 67x 10.3
130 339 1 65 "
275 319 1.56 "
330 325 1.59 "
_90 319 1.56 "
1385 i00 4.90x10 -4
1415 95 4,65 "
1470 78 3.82 :'
1560 55.5 2.72 "
1680 31.6 1.55 "











T,:'._LE 13 fCon_ k_ued)
System Elcpsed NO 2
Pressure, Time, Flew
,, •psig t:,zr, ...z_ /,t _m/,._.h_















2/29/8 350 10 196
120 205
240 222









































1 . 35x 10 -3 -"


























APOLLO TIE LEAK TEST L,.,_,YA
2,/2,/68 - 2/12,/68








Following the test the plug wc, s ro,,nd _o k_ coa_d ,,-_;th a brown
oily residue, wn'ase IR spectrum F,Jica_,d KeI-F c._n,.__mm,_tion._'" "
Note, nevertheless, that the heliurr_ leak rate was increased
sIightl 7 during the test.
Date
Pressure Difference Ir
Pressure, Differenc._, CEC Reading,
psia psi Div.




Helium Rate After Test
fSame Standard Leak =
600 Div. to 5i0 D;v.)

















































































































10"! ! .78× 10 -4
10 -4
62.20 3.i,,%-10-4--1
67.4 3.30 " >
71.6 3.,50 " -"
92.0 4.50 " 'j




































APOLLO TIE LEAK TEST DATA
/ /i
3/18/68 - 3/20, a8
-5
Nominal 5 x 10 cc/sec Helium Lea;', Crushed "[ube
Ix! ;trogen Tetrax ide
This leak, the last b'O 2 leak, pe,fo_rncd faultlessty during NO 2 testina
but plugged absolutel 7 durir_g preparation for the fir.al helium test, so no
post-test hellum leak data was o_t:_ined.
Differer.ce In
Pressure, Pressure CEC Rea,ding, Leak Rat.:'
Date _rig Diff. _as;) (Divisio_s_ ca/see
3/18/6 S
-5
35 50 2,,370 4.1'5 x 10 ¢
135 150 13,170 2.3t x 10-_
-T
235 250 27,5,' _. 4.93 x 10"4_
335 350 4,:,_;70 8.63 x 10
3/20,/68
System Elapsed N02 Flow NO 2 Flow
Pressur,.;, T_rne, ( j. . ...., ,
psig rnin. / gm/rr.].'-) ( cc ga...... ..
55 2 23.2 1.13 x 10 .4
-4
29 23.2 1 .13 x 10_4
40 23.2 1.13x 10
-4
156 60 58.2 2.85x 10
,q
80 60.5 2.95x 10 4
100 60.5 2.95 x 10
251 150 92.2 4.51 x 10 ,,
170 92.2 4.5t ",, 10-"
350 225 127.5 6.22. x !0 -4
240 II
252 270 92.5 4.53 x 10-I.
152 300 60.0 2.93 x 1r'-¢












5.70 x 10-5 Std ---
3250 div.
Hellum After Test





APOLLO TIE LEAK TEST DATA
- 3,/t8/6o3/14/68 " _ '_
Nominal 5 x 10 .6 cc/sec HeTium Leak, C:us_'ed [-'be
N it oaen Tetra;< ;de
Data of 3/]8/68 used to calculate NO 2 leakage ra:'e. This leak was
fairly si'able dur:ng i"-10 2 tasting lout did suffer s;'_jn'ricant blocking, as
can be seen lo_,' the hal;urn after data.
Differ:'.nce In
Pressure, Pressure CEC Read;ng, Leak Rata,
p.cig D;ff. (L,si) (Divisi_ns) cc/sec
. !n -635 50 3,050 5 52 x ._
135 150 12,250 2 37 x 10-_
235 250 28,500 5.09 x 10-b
335 350 49,250 8 78x 10-5
-7
35 50 200 5.45x 10 ,
135 150 825 1 72x 10-_
235 250 1,609 3.t7 x 10-_






System Elapsed NO2FIow NO 2 Flow
Pressure, Time
psig H,. Min. ( i Jg,/n,;n .) (cc 9as'/sec _
55 5 0.355 1 .74 x 10 -6
25 ....
45 " "
54 46 55 0.264 I .30 x 10-6
47 25 ....
153 48 25 0.729 3.57 x 10-_,
0-o
48 55 0.720 3.52 x 10_ 5254 49 35 1.092 5.36 x 1
50 5 .... /-,
347 50 45 1.51 7.40 x 10-_
51 15 1 49 7.30x 10-°,
251 51 35 1.08 5.30x lu 6
52 5 1.09 5.36x 10- 6
151 52 20 0.70 3.42 x 10-
5 2 ,lO ....
54 53 0 0.285 1.39 x t0 -6












APOLLO TIE LEAK TESI E" i:_,,
5/14/65 - 5 "1S '4.3
Smashed St__el Leak, nominaI TO-2



























































































































6.5 x i0 -5























TABLE Ij fCo,-_" "





































Drop pre_,sure to 150
Sample am 150
Drop pressure to 50
Sample at 50
" 50
Drop pressure [o 15
Pressurize to 250
Sample at 250
Drop pressure to 150
Somple at 150






Drop pressure to 150
Sample at 150










Pressur:., Sample Leak Rate,
psig I'4o. cc/sec
21 3.3 x 10 -6
22 2.5 x 10-6
23 1.9 x 10-5
24 2.6 x I0-_
25 5.5 x 10-6
2_ 5.6 x 10-7






























_',.: ,_"! D2- _]'_--'J,,-
TABLE 19
APOLLO TIE LEt_K TES[ [ '_'_
Dates:
Leak" Descr;ptior_:
, 13/685,/8,,'6s _ - ,.
Smashed steel tubing lest-, non inal 5 ;: I0 -3 cc,."scc Helium Lea;-.
Fluid: Man ome-_71 ;-,),draz ine
Corn r':,en ts : Leak appeared to plug badly before i,-,;rial poiq. _ was measured, and
LI •
continued to plug ru:-.ne: dunng test.
Test Desc,iption
Pressure, Volume Time, Leak Rate,
psig cc sec cc/sec





50 NA ['.!A 7.23 x 10_2
150 6.30 x 10_1
250 1.35x 10 3
50 4.83 x 102
150 2.92 x 10_2
250 6.67x 10_3
50 5.20 x I.0_2
t50 3.02 x 10_2
250 6.44 x 10_3
50 3.87x 10_2
150 2.92x 10 2
250 6 47 x 10- 3
50 3 82;,, 10- 2
150 2 92 :,, 10- 2
250 6.45 x 10
-3
50 5.06 x 10 2
150 2 96 x 10- 2












































Helium Calibration AFter Test
5/13/68











Drop pressure to 150
Sample at 154






Drop pressure to 150
Sample at 154
Drop pressure to 50
Sample ai 54













3 2.4 x 10--64 2.0x 1
5 6.7 x 10 .7
6 1.3x 10 .7
7 3,5x 10 .7
8 6.5 x 10 .7
-7

























Durlng I;quid leak kst;ng t!,e :eservo:r was Filled with fuel














9.6 x 10 -2
t .09 x 10_2
1.04 x 10
o Moname thylh yd raz i ne
Leak Rai-e Test 6/17/68




































































3.95 x 10 .6
4.5 x 1_:!3.8xl
-/
6.3 x 1__ 74.9xl
_ _ _+,






















t67 5.99 × 10 -3
t36 5.$5 x 10-_
i67 5.99x 10-_


















Fluid: • ", I Z"Monomerh/Inydra ,he
Comments : Room temperature 72°-74°F.
°
Test Description





































2 42 x l Oq




. k'_or, ometh/! kydraz in e Elapsed T;mc,
































Sa,mp! e at 150
Pressurize to 250


































J , J-D,_J ]
Tes: D,escrip_ion
Helium Ccl_br_::f;en A,Cter Tesf
Pressure, Vclurr.e, Time, Leak Rate,









t320 4.52 x 10 -4
t03 1 94 × 10-3
-3
105 5 71 x 10_4
240 4.14 x I0
_i-I_,SET 131













Glass leak: No. 2, 4x 10 .2
Fluid: hAon orne th/l h/draz ;he
Tes; Descr;pt;on








48 5.0 121 4.13 x 10.2
150 5.0 19.5 2.57x 10-1
150 25 0 88 2.82 x 10 -1
250 25.0 42.6 5.86 x 10-]
250 25.0 42.6 5.86 x I0 -1
150 25.0 89 2.86 x 10-1
50 5.0 105 4.71 x 10-2
4.0 x i0 .3





















4.4 9.1 x 10 .4
2/4 2.1 x 10.3
2.75 2.5 x 10.3
-2
1_ 3.92x 10_1
101 2.46 x 10
48 5.21 x 10-1
2.0 3.0 x 10.3



















2. Mor, omethylhydrazine Run
Pressure, Volume, Time, Leak R.::.te,










3.0 x 10 -3
5.65x 10
1.73 x 10 ..4
3.76 x 10 -5
860 2.34 x 10 -6
2310 1.30 x 10-5
Leak Plugged
5/27/'68
Glass leak No. 7, nominal 10 -3 1co,' sec helium.
Flu id: M_nome tk,y l!:ydr'az i ne
Pressure_ Vo!ume,
Test Descr;ption psig cc









370 2.7 x i 0-3
47.5 2.1 x 10 "2
11.5 5.25x 10 -2
27.5 2.18 x 10-2
317 3.t5x 10-3
327 3.06 x 10 -3
2. Monomethylhydraz;ne Run 150 4.0 x 10-3
250 4.0 x 10-3



















Glas_ leak _!o. 8, nomb',al !0 /ccsec tnel_u,m.









47 1 0 968 1.04 x 10-3
150 1.0 135 7.42x iO -?
250 1.0 54 1.85 x t 0-2
150 1.0 134 7.45x 10-3
50 O. 6 575 1.04 x ! 0-"
2. MenometI_7Phydrazlne Run 250 4.0 x t0 -3
150 4.0 x 10-3
32 1.25 x lO -4
Leak Plugged
Date : 5/27//68










2. Monomethylh/drazine Run 50
250
io-3 ' _ t,elTuCC/S_C r:,l.







2.0 ;, lCr 3
2.0 x 10-3
Time I L_,ak Rr_te_
sec . CC,/Sec
329 3:02x 10-3
53 _6 1.87 x 10-2
24 4.18 x 10-2
51 3 1.94x 10-2
298 3.35x 10-3
41.3 4.84 x 10-5
Leak Plugged
- - 13,l
.... ,r_a_7,_7,n_,.._-_ _ ....,..





















50 0.10 482 2.08:<
150 0.10 52.6 1.90x
250 l.O 222 4.50x
150 0.10 53.0 1.89x
50 0.10 428 2.33x
2. Monornethylhydrazine Run 150 3.0x10 -3
250 3.0x10 -3
3. Helium, Recatlbration 250 1.0
150 0.1
50 0.1
4. Monomet!,ylhydrazine Run 50 3.0x10 -3
150 3.0x10 -3
5. Helium R__callb _"ra, ,. n 250 I .0









*Probably low beccu:.. _ air not sw_,pt from le._k prior to run.
247 4.03x 11_-359 1.70x -3
434 2.30x 10..4



















1, nominal 10 cq/+_.s+chelit-m.
































196 1.02 x 10_2
195 1+02 x 10
31.2 6.39x 10-2
3t .2 6,39 x 10_._
28.6 1.69x 10 1
28.6 1.69 x 10
68.3 7.3 x 10-2
68.0 7.3x 10-2
462 1 07 x 10.2





Glass Leak No. 3, nominal 10-3 /cc.'sec helium.























456 2.2x 10.3 _
104 1.92 x t0-_
44 4.55 x 10_2
104 1.92 x 10 3
















APOLLO TIE LEAK TEcT D/',-IA
o
5/2,_-5, 28/60
Gloss Leak No. Hellu ,-n Flc',v Rclte af 50 pslg
4 2.49 ,.: 10 -4
A
6' 5.8x I0-"
10 5.8 x 10 -4














• T .... _ Piuc, nominal 10-3At',; Flared F'"'l,._r'a,_ with Lightly ,..%._,._.,_ _,
Hel;um Leak
Fluid: Aerozine-50















1 .90 × 10_3
7.39 x 10
1 18 x 10-_
1 14 x 10 -4








0 Fill & pressur;ze to
t0 Faint odor, sample at
18 Sample at
42 Fah',t odor, sarnp[e at





sample a:. " 8
170 Sample af " 9
200 .... I 0
23O .... 11
260 " " 12
290 " " 13

















Leave Filled and pr,:ssurized o'.,ernlg'n_ at 50 psig.
1305 Scruple at 50 15 1.66x10-f
1335 Sere,pie a._ 50 16 1.50x10 -°























150 18 1. 58:.: 10-_'
150 19 2.72xI0 -_.
250 20 8.00_ 10_.
250 2! 7.75x10-_
150 22 3.70 10-6
150 23 4.16._ 10-_












127 3.93 x 10 -2
301 t 65 x 10-z





















Het;um Calibra',ion Before Test
6/'26,/68



















0 Fill & pressurize to 50
0 Sample of 50 1
20 " 50 2
40 " 50 3
60 " 50 4
90 " 50 5
120 " 50 6
150 " 50 7
180 " 50 8
240 " 50 9
300 " 50 10
360 " 50 11
420 " 50 12
i520 " 50 13
1540 " 50 14
1590 " 150 15
1600 " 150 16
1700 " 25O 17
1710 " 250 18
















2.82 x 10 6
3 16 x lO-
4.0J x 10_6













":; " : 140


























Pressur__, San,pie Leak R:_._e_










20 1.14 :,: 10-5
p-62t 4 93x lu





1 17x 10- 3
I. 17 x 10
._....,I
" t4!



















Room temperature : 72°F.
,
Test Description
Helium Calibration Before Test
Pressure, Velume, Time, Leak Rate,
l
osig cc sec ca., sec
50 0.60 71 8.45 x 10[_
150 5.00 56.5 8.85 x 10
5.00 21.9 2.28x 10[I250
250 5.00 21.8 2.29 x 10_2
I
150 5.00 54.0 9.25 x I0 ,.,
--O
50 0.60 66.0 9.10x t0 3
50 0.60 68.5 .8.75 x 10
















3. Helium Calibration After Test
Action
Fill & pressurize to














































58.1 8.60 x 10-1 "
























APOLLO TIE LEAK TES-: DATA
-2



































250 7.0 x 10 12.9





1 84 :< 10-1
7 86 x 10-z
788x I0-_
I 03x 102
1 03 x 102
7 88 x 10_1
1 86x10
4 22x















.... r,.+. R D2-11.',2:_b-,
TABLE :;3









Pressure, Volume, TTme, Leak Rale,
psig cc sec. cc/sec
-2
250 1.0 68.5 1.46 x I0_3
150 1.0 184.0 5.44 x 10_4
50 0.4 493.0 8.12x 10
2. Fuel Run
3. Helium Leak Rate
After Run
240 6.0x 10-3 128.O 4.68x 10 -5_
-.9
-3 203.0 2.96x 106146 6.0 x t0_3
50 6.0x 10 635.0 9.45x 10
250 1.0 69.5 1.44x 10.2
-3
150 1.0 .188.0 5 32 x 10 4




Glass Leak No. 5, norni,.al 5 x 10-4 cc/sec Helium Leak





Pressure, Volume, Time, Leak Rate,
p__ig cc sec. cc"sec
2+0 ,0 79 x
150 1.0 361.0(?) 2.,V x 10
250 1.0 124.0 8.0?) x 10
150 0.6 184.0 3.26 x 10
50 0.2 366.0 5.47 x 10""
. Fuel Run
-3
250 4.0 x 10_3 151.0 2.65 x 10.5
150 4.0 x 10_:_ 250.0 1.60 x 10.5

















1 . Helium Calibration 250
Before Run 150
50





10 cc/'sec HeIium Leak
Volume, Time,
CC sec




0.20 380.0 5.26 x 10-4
0.10 490.0 2 04x 10-4
0.09 2352.0 3.83 x 10-:_
2.0 x 10"3 1200.0 1.67 x !0 -6
4.0 10- 3 20.0 1.17×I0- 
2.0 x 10 -_ 5110.0 3.93 x 10-/
3. Helium Calibration 260 0.10 214.0
After Run 155 0.50 273.0
50 0.01 284.0
Date: 6/10,,"68




l. Helium Calibration 255
Before Test 155
55




1.83 x 10 '
3.52 x 10-_






5.0x 10-3J 253.04.0 x I0-_ 341.0






1.97 x 10 .5
1 18 x I0-b
-:L r. _ 145




APOLLO TIE LEAK TEST DA'iA
Dates: 5/3/'68 -6/'10/68





Helium Flow Rare H/d:azine-UDMH
at 50 p_.]g, Flow R._te,
cc/sec cc./sec
-4 -6
7.95 x 10 9.S x iO (50ps:g)
-4
3.1tx 10
2.31 x 10-5 1.0i x 10-6(250 ps;,:-i]
, 10.4• .17x
(at 60 psi,_ J
Comments: All oF these Te.ai.:solucaeddurlng hyd_azine-tlr_MH testi_ _,_,numbers3 and 8
during the first measurement, and r-,umbe_s 2 and 6 dur!r,g the second measu .... e,
I
I













APOLLO TIE LEAK TFC.T DATA
5/10/'68-_,,'I 3/68, 5/'21/68
2-1
Glass capillary, nominal 10 -1 cc'sec' helium leak.
fiiiered thraug_ 0.45 micron fil_er6_ Glycol/Water_ ', .












2. 6_:o Glycol/Water ' . 60 5.0xlO -3 14.9
90 IO.OxlO -3 20.3
30 5.0xlO -3 33.5
60 lO.OxlO -3 36.6




























30 6.0 140 -_._xqOI0 -
60 I0.0 102 9.80x!0 -2
90 I0.0 54.5 1-83>:10 -1
90 8.9 2$.5 2.08_10 "!
'1
60 5.0 33.0 I .52< 10-_












Leak b!umber 2-1 Continued:
Test Descrip:ion
6. " Dist;fled Water















V o ! u .--p e-) !
cc




















sec. C C,./se C
22.5 8.9xi0-4^






59.5 1.68 x 10-_"




























Glass capillary nominal l0 "2, cc,"sec helium leak.
62% Glycol-Water, Type IIWater-Glycol; Distilled V/ate:
Test Description
Helium Calibration Before Run
Pressure, Volume t Time1 Flow Rate1
psig cc sec cc/sec
30 1,00 155 6.46x10 -3
60 1.00 48 2.0£x10 -2
90 2.00 52.2 3.91x10 -2
• 2. .62% GlycoI-Wa'er 60 5.0xl0 -3 III 4.53x10 -5
30 2.0xt0 -3 95 2.12x!0 -5
90 5.0x10 -3 66 7.57xl0 -5
o Helium Calibration After
62% Water-Glycol Run
90 2.00 54 3.71x10 -2
60 1.00 53 1.89x10 -2
30 0.60 96.6 6.21x10 -3
4. Distilled Water 30 10.0xl0 -3 111.3 9.05x10 -5
90 10.0xl0 -3 36.2 2.76xi0 -4
60 10.C)xl0 -3 58 0 1.73x10 -4
30 5 0xl0 -3 60.0 8.34x10 -5
5. Type II Water-Glycol 30 5.0x10 -3 327.5 1.53xi0 -5
60 5.0xl0 -3 147.S 3.39x10 -5






















APOLLO FIE LEAK TES] DATA
_,, .'2/605/14/'68, " ''_ "_
3-1
Glass cap'liar), nominal 10-3 cc'sec' helium le]_:.
623:.) Glycoi/_/ater, filtered tt rough n ,,_ P.icror', rl,:el. Alss Type II
Water/Glycol and DistilEed Water filtered through 0..-,.,"':n:icror, ill'" 'er.
Test Description
1. Helium Calibration Be[or:: Run
Pressure, Volu:,ne_ Time, Flow Rate,
/
psig cc sec cc, sec
90 1. 00 203 4.93x 10-3
59 0.60 258 2.32x 10-3
29 0.20 267 7.49x 10-4
. 62 % GlydoI-Water 30 2. Ox 10 -3 961 2 08x 10 -6
60 I .OxlO -3 249 4.02x10 -6
90 1 . Eb',10 -3 155 6.46x10 -6
30 0.5x10 -3 262 1.91x10 -6
3. Helium Calibration After Run
4. Helium Calibr_tion, One
" Week Leter
5. Distilled Water
6. Hellu,'T_ Cali'ora!ion_ Fo'_Tr.,,,'_n,:j
W_,_r-',_Run
7. Type II Vlater-Glysa!
i
I
30 O. 20 275 7.27x 10-4
60 O. 80 343 2.34x 10-3
90 1 . O0 225 4.44x 10-3
h
20 0.6 i053 5.7 ....,'-'--'
60 0.4 256 1.56x ] C-3
90 0.8 259 3.09x 10-3
90 2.0x10 -3 72 2.77x!0 -5
60 1.0xl0 -3 49.2 2.03::.10 -5
30 1.0xl0 -3 109.5 9 13x10 -6
90 2.0x10 -3 66.7 3.O0x10 -5
60 1.0xl0 -3 48.8 2.05>:10 -5
30 1.0xl0 -3 105.7 9.46xi0 -_
'.q 0 4 553 7.23".: 1"-_
60 0.6 233 2.12:< 10 -3
90 1.0 237 4,23x 10-"
"_ 0_690 I . Ox _''-'',,; 133, 5.3 tx 1
60 l 0xt0 -3 352 2.84x10 -6













APOLLO TIE LEAK TEST DATA
" l'o _- _."Dates: 5/23, o_-_/2/68
Leak Descript_Dn: Glass Cap;_lar7, norninaT 10-4 cc,'sec He!lure
Fluids: Tvr_,e [I '.'.,_:er-qlyco[, 62% glycol-water, and distilTed water, all
filtered through a 0.45 micron filter.
Comments: Helium caliLraHon carried out by ',va,_er displacement in a 50 r:._icrolii'er
HarnTI ton sTrlnge.
Pressure, Volu._ne, Time Flow Rate
Test DescriDtlon psig cc x 10-3 sec. cc/sec.
l. Helium Calibration, Before Run















60 30.0 45.5 6.59 x 10
90 30.0 23.0 1.31 x i0 -3
90 30.0 23.2 1.29 x 10-o
60 20.0 31.7 6.32 x 10 -4
30 20.0 9,_-.5 2.12 x 10-4
-6
90 2.0 236 8.50 x 10_4
90 30.0 31.4 9.56 x 10
60 l.n Stopwatch Failed
60 30,0 80.5 3.73 x 10-4,
90 30,0 32 7 9.i7 x t0 -'_
60 1.0 255 3 93 x 10 -6
60 30.0 61.0 4.92 x 10 -4
90 35.0 35.2 9.95 x 10 -4
30 1,0 420 2.38 x I0 -6
30 30.0 186 1.62 x I0-', i
60 30.0. 58:5 "5.14 x 10 -4
90 30.0 30.4 9.88 x !0 -4
90 2.0 298 6.71 x i0 -6









90 1.0 6t3 1 .63 x 10 -6
-3
90 ]0.0 31 8 9.45x 10 ,
60 1.0 930 1.07 x 10 -°
90 30'0 29.8 1.0! x 10-3
30 1.0 2018 4 96 x 10-7
30 30.0 167.3 1.79 x 10-4












e Helium Calihr"G_n, fol
62% Glycol/Water

























31 4: 9.55 x 10 -'_
62.t 4.84x 10-4
207 1.45x 10-4
1137 8.81 x 10-7
36.5 8.76 x 10-4








APOLLO TIE LEAK TEST rs;,TA
Date: 4/4/68
Leak Desc_ipt;or: C las_ Leak No. 4, n_rn;nal ] cc/sec Helium Leak
Fluid: Distilled W.:; rer
Commen ts : Leak r_;fe mea:uremen,' S7 v,_l_hing expelled wa_'er
Test Description

















3O 242 O. 24.2
60 104 O. 104
90 ! 103 I. 103








































































Test Descr;ptlon psig cc sec
Flow Rate,
CC,/sec
Helium Calibration Before Run 90 2.00 ] 59
60 2.00 303




2, Distilled Water 3O
60
9O
5.0xt0 -3 228 2.19x10 -5
4.7x 10 -3 136 3.46x 10-5



















Glass Capillary, nominal 10-3 cc,/sec helium leak.
Distil led Water
Test Description













90 2.0x t0-" 43.8
90 2. Ox 10-3 43.7




3 Cleaned out leak thoroughly.




60 0.80 250 3.2x10 -3
90 1.00 153 6.60xi0 "3
30 0.40 352 1.14x10 -3
6. Distilled Water 30
90




.... dr_'_,,':_,a_ " _, ........,,















Gloss Leak Ho. 6, norr, inaI ! cc/sec of Hel:um.
Tv_, IT Wct,,,./Glycol :ont:':r,s ]r,h:_._:'-,"
Corrlme n ts : -_ I _ I ILiquk] tua_< rate :,easur-ea ._y co,,_:_i_9 a:_d weigt_ing expe]led solution.
Test Descriotlon
We:ght Volus-,e
Pressure Collected Collected ]ime, Leab Rate,
pslg Mgm. cc sec cc/sec
t. Helium Calibration Before
Test
30 80.0 98.0 0,8_6
60 50.0 36.0 1.39
90 40.0 18.2 2.20
90 80.0 35.7 2.24
2. Type II Water/Glycel Leak 90 625 0.579 120 4.82x10 -3
60 542 0.503 176 2.86x10 -3
30 309 0.238 Z'5 9.7>:10 -4
30 337 0.312 465 6.7ix10 -4
A
30 1330 1.232 811 1.52x10 -_
60 379 0,351 124 2.86×10 -3
90 27_ 0.258 67.3 3.84x10 "3
90 1249 1.158 242 4.78x10 -3
30 507 0.470 309 1.52x10 '3
60 985 0.912 301 3.03x10 -3
3. Hel;um Calibration After
:est
60 70.0 56.2 1.24
90 60.0 32.3 1.86









Glass Leak No. 1, Non_inal 10-1 cc"sec of kleliu:;,
t • • °_ ,,Trot' 11Wc, t.,.r,,'Glycol, cor_c'._r s inn,_} :or.






Pressure, Volume, Time, Leak Rate,


















160 6.25 x 10-_
77.2 1.29 x !0- /
44.5 2.24 x 10-]
29.9 3.34 x 10-1^
75.0 1.33x 10 1
88.9 2.25x 10 2
207.8 2.40 x 10
. Type II Wc:ter,'_lycol
Leak
Flow Weight Volume
Pressure, Time, Collected Collec._d Leak Rc:te_
/










0. t06 2.97x10 -4
0. 134 1.91x10 -4
0.081 I .84x10 -4







_'^ ",, c -'1,6i r\DL_




Glass Leak No. 11, nor'_ina[ I 0-" cc/sec helium I_oL.
Fluid: Type 11 Vv'ate_-Glvcot, inhibited.
COMMe ,"1 ts : Liqu;d ?eak rate measured by v,'vsFing rip o r leak w;th distilled wal'er
before and after time period, colJecing final wasi_i,-,:_s _n a volumetric






Pressure, Cotlec' ',ca Co[i-'_cfed Ti."__,,_, Leak Rate,
psig Mg cc sec cc/sec
9
90 0.40 25.6 1.56 .,<.10-:,
90 1.00 60 8 1.64x 1
60 2.0 238 8.40x 10 3












60 0.23 4:<10 600 5., x 10
90 0.26 3.7x10 600 6.3 x !0
Cleaned out le:_k.
_.-'790 40.05 600 _/1 x 1,}.
"7
30 4.0.05 600 ,_1 x 10
Cleaned ou_ leaL again. ,:
60 5.35 7.4x10 -3 600 1.23 x I0-_
60 5.67 7.8<10 -3 600 1.30 x 10-_
30 2.40 3.3x10 -3 600 5.50 x 10-6
90 0.670 9.2 xl0 -4 600 1.54× 10-6
60 0.065 9.0<10 -5 600 1.5 .,, 10-7
30 _g.05 600 <1 x 10-7
Cle::n'_d leak with r'itr_c acid flush
90 2.0 1045 1.91 x 10.3
_q,
60 2.0 1860 1.0 ° :,: I0 4
30 0.6 t676 3 58 x 10
"",:_-T153
....- ,E_Gc_-If/.Y_"_" ...... ,,,,+
r_L:M_Ek D2-it--,zJS-1




























Pressure, Vo!ume, Time, Leak Rate











































3.24 x 10 -1
1 13x 10 -3
" -3
1 15 x 104
8.27 x 104
8.27 x 10
(Fluid left on tube wail)




























6/I ' o1,6.._, 6//t3</68
Glass Leal<, norr_ina! 10-2
35-percent GlycoI-Wa_er
cc "sec !!._;iurn Leak










90 4.0 x 10_3
60 2.0 x in
30 2.0x 10-3
90 4.0 x 10-4
3. Helium Calibration
After Test





















3.86 x 10 -3
I,
:'"--_ 160
NUt¢.BER D2-!i' .....T±_D- ;













Gla_.s Leak, nominal t0 -3 cc/sec He!iu.m











30 1.0 × 10-_
60 2.0 x 10
90 20x 10-_









1t7.6 8.50 x 10-_
274. 3.65 x 10- J
9/3_,. 1.23 x 10-3
-6
123.8 8.1 x 10 -5
125.3 1.59x 1fl
75.5 2.65 x 10-5
121 2 8.25 x t0 -0
334. 1.20 x 10-3
209. 3.83 x 10-..4








APOLLO TIE LEAK TES_ DATA
,_ :it,' Br-u- D2-]_, ,_z_J,s"_:""- ]
F,k',, L_P,
SENSITIVITY DETERMINATION FOR BEI'-,IDIX /WASS SPECrROMETER
4/i 0//68
Setting a Si'andard Leak in the 10 -4 cc/sec Helium Rang e
a_
b,
Throttled CEC Leak Detector to read 380 divisions while testing a calibration
standard 1.12 x ]0 -6 afm-cc/sec helium lea;..
Torqued a smashed .... ....,urging leak unt]I i_ gave a recdTng of 39,000 alvlslons at
250 pslg He under same insrrurner, t parameters.
C • Smashed tubing leak rate =
39,000 - 380
380
0-6 -Ax ].12x 1 = 1.14x 10
afm-cc,/sec He at 250 psig.
2. Bendix Mass Spectrometer Response for He, H2' N2' 02
Valved the above smashed tubing leak " _ :- ,'"
,nto the Be,d_, v,J,n all ope,'afing parameters




Pressu re, Pressu re,
Ps_a Torr 10-9
Instrument Reading
Divisions or, 10-11 Scale



































Calculation of Bendix Ser_sitivity Ratios for H 2, k..2 and i"42 to He.
Instrument Senslflv_ty
Vlscos;ty, Leak Rate (1) Instrument Response Sensi.qv;_'// , . Factor, jat 265 ps_a Atm-cc, sec, d_v Helium to _
,, __ _ 'scc,,e Oa_ tcos At_____n!-__ccc,//secDiv. on 10 -tl Scale on 1p,-1' '
0.0197 1.14x 10 -4 1086 1.05x 10 -7 1.00 (2)
A -7
0.0089 2.52 x 10 -_ 1715 1.47 x 10 1.40
0.0207 1.08 x 10 -4 6130 1.77x 10-8 0.169
0.0178 1.26 x 10 -4 7700 1.64 x 10 -8 0.156
_"_He , assurning Po;seuille flow, and
(1)Calculated, fromQG = QHe r_G
using OHe --: 1.14 x 10-4 as measured above.
(2)By definition
*Reference: D. J. Santeler, et al, "Vacuum Techr_olo.2jy and Space














Scribed ptu,g, nor_inal 10 -2 cc."sec I_<I ;urn leak.
Fluids: • I°_.Hydrogen, Hel'.u:n, Nt.rogen , O.,:y::.en Jal! in gaseous s,_afe).
Cerumen ts: • jr t-.',t_Volurnk.'s v/er@ mensu,ed by ,rarer d;s3[:Icen:ent in c 53r_,l L' ' _
and an,_.,_:_nfpressure. "r, _ data presentedof room femperclfu:e (70°F, , ' ,n_
is not corrected fer water vapor, :c:t have the vo!u:-res been converted
to standard temperature cnd pressu:-c.
Test Description
Upstrean_ Pressure, Volume, Tir's.,e_ Leak Rate,
Ps_g cc sec. cc/sec
1. Helium Leak Rate 20 1.0 222 4.51 x 10.3
50 1.0 63.6 1.57x 10.2
t09.5 5.0 96 5.21 x 10.2
160 10.0 111 9.0 x 10-2
248 10.0 60.6 1.65 x 10-1
895 20.0 25.5 7.85 x 10 -1 "
895 20.0 24.6 8.13 x 10-1
2. Hydrogen Leak Rate 20 1.0 109.2 9,!6 x 10 -3
20 0.5 52.8 9.48 -,, 10-4
20 0,5 55.8 8.96 x 10 -3
50 2.0 60.6 3.30 x 10 -2
50 2.0 60.0 3.33 x 10-2
120 10.0 82.2 1.22x 10-2
122 10.0 82.2 1.22x 10-2
160 10.0 54.9 1.83 x i0 -'t
160 10.0 55.2 1.81 x 10-1
160 10.0 56,5 1.77x 10-I














TABLE 51 (Co:-tir:us, cl)
APOLLO T!E LE:_,K TES] DATA
3/26/'68 - 3/28/68 (Contlnued)
Test Descrlpt;on
Oxygen Leak Rate
4. Nitrogen Leak Rale
Upstream Pressure, Volume, Tirne,
psig cc sec.
500 10.0 4B. 4
900 10.0 24.0
895 15.0 34.8
895 2O. O 45.5











5O 1 0 78.6
19.4 t 0 261.0











5.83 x 10 2








5.1! x 10 -2










































APOLLO TiE LEAK TEST r,A_
4/8/68
A
Smashed tubing lea;:, nor._inal !0-" Jcc,'sec helium leak.
Hydrogen, Helium, Nitrogen, O:,:>,cen (all in gaseous slate).
10-6 ,,A standard helium leak o£ 5.7 x atm-cc,' sec gave a reading of
35 divTsians above background on t"_e 10-il scale of the Bendix
under the conditions of this test. the ser:sidvlfy was thus I .63 ×
10-7 afm-cc/'sec o£ helium for I division o._ H;ls d_re.
!nstrur:lent
Reading Appareni" Actual
gi,,,, on Leak Rate(1) Sensitlvlt 7 Factor Leak Rate(2)
10-11 c. _' J_c.¢ atm--¢c sec He',_u:_ _o "]'es._ Oas atn,-- cc/sec
0 - I .00 -
0 -5 5.22x 10.5
320 5.22x t0_ 4 1 14x 10 4700 1.14x I -4
1,400 2.28 x 10_4 2 28 x 10_4
3,200 5.22x 10_5 5 22x 10_5
220 3.59x 103 3 59x 10_3
6,200 1.01 x 10 3 1.01 x 10_3
18,000 2.93 x 10_3 2.93 x 10
53,000 8.64 x 10 8.64 x t0 -3
0 - - ,3
16, 000 2.6i x 10.3 1.40 -3.65 x 10 -4
450 7.33 x t0-_ 1.025 x 10
!,600 2.61 x i0-_ 3.65 x 10 _
4,100 6.68 x lO -'_ 9.35 x 10-_
8,500 ].39 x 10-3 1.94x t0
600 - O. 156 -
-5
1,500 1 47x 10-44 2.30x 10_4
5,000 7.17 x 10_3 1.12 x 10 1
!0
ll,O00 1 69x10_3 2.64x :_23,000 3.65 x 10 5_70 x 10
54,000 8.70 x 10.3 1 j36 x 19
.:[ 166














p_ I°R_aa ing Appa ren t Ac tual
Div. on Leak Rate (1) Sensitiv]ty Facto," Leak Rate (2)
10 -11 Scale ai'm.- cc.'sec Helium to Test Gas arm _."_c._c'sec
0 75 - O. 169 -
x 10-3265 40,000 6.52 . 10-3 1. ]0 x
515 100,000 1.63x 10"_ 2.75 x 10_-3
915 260,000 4.24x 103 7.15x 10 4
175 20,000 3.26 :< 10 3 5.50 x 10- 4
115 10,000 1.63 x 10 4 2.75 x 10-
65 3,900 6.23 x I0_4 1.05 x 10 "4
25 1,000 1.50 x 10 2.54 x l0 -_
(1)Apparenf I.eo r" Raie = (Instrumenf Reading - Background Reading) × 1.63 x 10-7
oI'rn-ggl s:_c,
tl,2JAct.a I Leak Rate -Apparent Lea:,." Ra,e x Instrurrer,_ Sertsitivit/ racfor



































APOLLO TiE LEAK TEST [-_',[A
4/9/68 - 4/'10/'68
Smashed tubing leak, n:_rrlnat 10 --6 " OF I •__ n_3[ iuql
H_drogen, Heliur_l_ h!itrogen, Ox:.'gen (uil in gaseous state].
-6
A standard leak of 1.12 x 10 at."r,-cc/sec of hel iurr: gave a reading of
19 divisions abave background on ihe 10-11 scale or the Bendix,
under these test cor_ditions, for a senslr;v[ty cf 5.89 x 10-8 atn,-cc,"sec
of helium for 1 dlv;slgn on the 10-1! scal_. Durina i"_e nitrogen run_
the instrument background varied and was remeasured for each point.
Instrument
_;/SI _V,: .,-
Reading 1 Apparer'.t S "'_ ;; Actuul
Di,,,. on 10 -'1 Leak Rate (1) Factor (1) Leak Rate r2_
Scale atm--cc/sec Hc to Test Gas Atm-.cc/sec
10 - -7 1.00 - -7
20 5.9x 10 . 5.9x !0
38 1.65x 10-_ 1.65x 10.6
60 2.95 x 10.6 2.95 x t0-6, '
81 4 19 x 10 -6 4.19 x 10-_
130 7.08 x 10"6 7.08 x 10-_
260 1.48x 10-" 1.4 °x i0 -5
550 3.19x 10-5 3.19x 10-5
680 0- 6 1.40800 7.1 x 1 9.95 x 10-!
760 4.72 x 10.6 6.62 x i0 -_
710 1.77 x 10-6 2.48 x 10 -6



















Div. on I0- Leak Rate(l)
Scale atm-¢c "sec
0 920 -
175 1200 1 65 or 1.89
x t0 -5
0 890
115 I000 6.49x 10-6
0 890
115 i!00 1.2 ,$ x 10-5
0 9O0
65 980 4.72 x 10-6
0 905
25 935 1.77 x i0 -6
0 920
265 1350 2.54 x 10 -5
0 9i0
-5
265 1350 2.60 x 10
Sensitivity
Factor (tV
He to Test G:'.s
0.156











1.48 x 10 -°
7.37 x 10 -7
-7
2 _77 x 10
4.0l x 10-6
0 210 -
175 500 1.71 x 10 -5
t 15 370 9.44 x 10. °
65 310 5.9 x 10-°.
25 245 2.06 x 10-6
265 670 2.71 x 10-5
515 1300 6.43 x 10-5





9 °94 x 10-7
3°47 x 10 -7
4.57 x 10-.6
1.08 x t0 -5
2.78 x 10-5
(1)Apparent Leak Rate : (Instrument Reading - Background Reading) x
5 89 x 10-8 atm--cc, Zsec.
(2)Actual Leak Rate : Apparent Leak Rate x Instrument Sensitivlty Factor
(to convert from He to test gas).
"" 1",9
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APPENDIX
LABORATORY D]RECTIOh;S FOR C_iEM!CAL AI'-'ALYSIS
t',ll TROG Et..! DIOXIDE
Ao ]ntroductlon






B. E. Saltzman, Anal. Ckem. 2": 1949 (t954).
Equipmerq
"z00..J p_lotoelec!r c co!orimeler (or equivalent) equippedKlett-Summerson Model "_
with a '_54 green filter and 1/2" rest tube.
Reagents
N-1-Naphthylethylenedlamine dihydrochlorlde (Eastman #4835): t_000 grn/I
_2_8AbsorBina_ Solu,_'La,..'" Dissolve 10.0 gr:,su!fanilic acid ( Eastman. . ) with
heatina_ ;n 500 ml water, add 1 liter ,,',_*.,_,er,_:dd 280 s:l glacial acetic acid,
add 40 m! I'-'.-I-Naphthylethyrer_.ediamir_e dihydrochloride solution and dilute to
2 liters.
E. Standards
It has been err.pTrlcally de,ermined .+.at 0.72 gm NO' 2, added as Nat',!O2, ai'.,cs
a color development equivalent to I grn of gsseous NO 2.
(1) 1.50 gm NaNO2/I
(2) 10 rnl(l)/100 ml. This gives 3.139 ,l_grn lqo2'_l.
/
F. Standardization
Standardlzation is accomplished bydilu.*ing :_l quantities of Standard (2) with
1 • Eabs,qraLn_jsolutior'. The resultanf color" development is read ]5-20 min0tes later







The calibration curve is appended "[he mr_. imurn sensitiv; _,, is 1 r:_Tcro,..-c,_..
of NO 2 in 20 ml o,r absorbing sdu'ion.
G. Procedure
Collect sample in _ rnt aL_sorbing so!:Jtion '._,s!nrj small f,i_fed c._;la=sb:J:.sb!ers.
Bubbler efficienc/ falls off badl 7 ;f the color becomes :o:. d'::rk. It is ",'.,_seto
run series bubblers until some feel for the solution ',sa:ur,:1t;on color is obtained.
At moderate concentraHans the bu_blers are 99+"'o efficb_r,t.
Dilute if necessary ,,v;th absorbing s._lutlon
Read color development 15-20 minutes after d_lution ',vi,'h the i<lett i#54 filter_
1/2" diameter test tube cell) against an absorbing solution bla:,k.
Obtain n,icrograms bJO 2 from Kle:_t reading using standa:d curve.
H. Calc:_latlon
ml NO 2 gas/sec





NITROGEN DIOXIDE ANALYSIS CALIBRATION CURVE
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MMH is determined coloriu_.etrlc=ll 7 by its reac,_ion with p-dimetkylar_ino-
benzaldehyde in an acid mad:urn. The procedure is an a_!ar._ation of the Feigl
spot test for hy_Jr_z[ne, but in this i,_stance the re:_ct;on mechanism is not as
well known and the procedu:e is seve',a[ rimes Iess sensitive than for hydrazir, e.
B. Reference
F. Feigl, "Spot Tests in tno,gan_c Anal'/ses, 5th Ed.::, Flsevier Publishing Co.r
Ams,_erdam (1958).
C. Equipment
Klett-Summerson Model 900.3 pI_otoelectric color'meier (o_ equivalent)
equipped wi._h a -=44 blue Filter and 1,/2" test tube.
Reade n t
Add 2 rnl concent;'ol'ed hydrochloric r;cld to a so!ufion of 0.40 cjm p-dlmethyt-
aminobenzaldehyde l Eastman _95) dissolved in 20 ml e_hyl alcohol (U.S.P.).
Standords
(t) I rnl MMH (densi',y 0.?.76] diluted to 100 rnl witi: distilled wafer.
(2) T ml (1) diluted to T00rr:I. This gives 87.6 _ __;mMMH/ml.
Standardization
To appro_.imately 6 _1 of waler add Standard (2) and 2 mt Reagent and make
up to lOrnl. Read at 15 minutes against a Blank or 2ml Reagent plus 8 ml
wafer.
The calibration curve is appended The maximum sensitiv,ty is 5 nl_croc.jrams
of MMH in 20 ,_._of absorbing solution.
Prscedure
Collect sample _n scrubber conta;nir_g 20 rnt wa_er, dilute as necessary, add










I-: ' "2a blank of 2 rnl Reagent plus 8 rnl w::t<.r ing Klu,, , 4_- filter and t test
tube). Obloln r-icrograms MMH from KJe"t r:_adi_..g usipg standard curve.
Calculation
For a 20 ml san_le:
ml MMH,"sec ::
(3.8 < 10-4) I /_ g,n Mt4H recast-red)




MONOMETHYLHYDRAZINE ANALYSIS CALIBRATION CURVE
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Hydrazine is determined colo.';mc, tricatty Fv ifs react;on v:;tt_ D-dimerhylan,ino-
benzaldehyde it, a:id medlur:: to form a dee!)l/ colored qu;noid=_I cation. The
procedure is an aJaptatlon of tl_e Feigl sp_.', f.':st.
B. Reference
iiF. Felgl, "Spot T_sts in lnorcjc,_ic ..\nal,.'s,s, 5fl_ Ed. , EIs:;.vier Publishing Co.,
Amsterdam (1958).
C. Equipment
_" ' -" Model 900,3 photoelectric cole "-_ equivalent) equ,ppeaKl_,t-Summ_rson _r .,,_Ier (or " '
with a//44 blue :]_rer and tz z .'est tube.
D. Rea3e_t
Add 10 r:;l cor, cer.tr::;cd ' '
,_}croc_ !o:i:: acid ,_o c, soi,;tic,r, of" 2.0 gm o--d;methT1
arnlr.obenzaldc!./d: ([ash,,an _95} dissol.,ed in !00 .":! ..:i!_yl alcohoi (U.S.P.).
E. Standards
j "L I(1) 1 ml bJ2H 4 (density _.00) diluted :o JO0 r:,[ v.,:,,_ water.
(2) 100/._I (1) diluted to 100ml. Thls _j:ves lO/._gm N2H4/ml.
F. Standardizr:tion
O .
To approxirsate[y 6 ml of water add Standard (2) and 2 rnl Reagent and make
up to 1'0ml. Read at 15 minutes agah,s t a blank of 2ml Reagent plus8 rnl
water.
A calibration curve is appended. The mc..i_.:,_-_ sensitivity is 1.Omicrograms
N2H 4 in 20 n-._lo r ' '" _ sotution, aosorblnCl
Procedure
Collect sample ;n scrubber contalr.ln_ 20 rql ',voter, dilute as necessary add
2 ml Reagent, make up to 10 ml wit!: ','_o;_r, :_.nd r..ted after 15 m]n_Jtes arjalnsl a
blank of 2 ml Reagent plus 8 ml ','/_qtur 'JSin::: _:I"tt colo;ir.s.-::er I'Y4.: fil_er and
1/2' test tube). Obtain ,micrograms N. 9H4' f:om KIett r,.-a,din 9 uslna cal;bratlon
curve.









For a 20 ml sar:ple:
ml Ix! 2H4,'sec :
(3.3 x 10-4)(,,,4.'-, gm I'.!2H 4 measured)
(m;n sp[. " -_'• t r,,=//_ I sample used)
To calculate Aerozlne-50 leakage from h>,drazine data ._.:__:i'iply
by 2.17.
ml h! /2Ft4J sec
I. Interferences
Unsymmetricai d]mel'hylhydlazine does not interfere when present in con-
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Ethylene glycol in aqueous solutions is determined cotorTme,r;cally By periodate
oxidcltior, to forrnaIUekyde, redo'c.+ion of" excess ox_dar_t wft!; arsenous acid, ar.d
reaction of the forrr.aldel','de with 4, 5-dit_ydrcx'/-2,7-nap!_t'_atened]su!Fonic
acid, disodium salt I'chrorne_rop;c acid) in s'...'l_uric acid soIutTon to form a colored
complex.
B. Reference
Belcher, "Submicro Methods of"Organic Cherr_istry', Elsevier Publishing Co.,
Amsterdam, 1966.
C. Equipment
Beckman Instrument Corr.,pany DK-2 Ultraviolet and Visit_le Sp<_c.<opho,ome,er.
D. Reagents
I. Chrornotroplc Acid
Dissolve I .0 gm o r cl lo_._trop]c acid (Eastman #P230) in 100 r;s[ of distilled
water, and f_l,_,, tv*..i:,c300 ml of concentr.ulad sulfuric acid and 1.50 rnl air
dlst_lled water and add to above solution, and then dilute to 500 ml with
concentrated sulfuric acid. Store in hiown bottle fo_ ma:..;,"wnl o r two',vee!--s.
2. Sodium Perladate, 0.05i'q. Dilute 5.35 gm Reagent Grade NalO 4 to 1 It.
wlth distilled water.
3. Arsenous Acid Solution; 0.05N. Dissolve 0.618 am C.P. NaAsO 2 in 10 ml
1N l'.laOH, make Faintly acid with H2S04, and dilute to 2.50 ml.
E.. Standards
l. Dilute 100 mg of C.P. ethylene glycol to 1000 ml in a volumetric Flask.
1"his gives 100 )_cgm/ml.
2. Dilute solution (1) to give concentrations of I_ 2, 5, 10 }jgm/ml.
iir
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Mix .5.0 ml of star.dard v, ith 0.25 rnl of sodiu:: periodate sclution and allow to
si'and 15 mlnub.._s. Add 2.0 ml of a_senousacld sc[stion and allow to stand
15 minutes. Add 5.0 ml each of cl_romotropi- acid solution and concentra,J
sulfuric acid, and heat 1 hour at 98°C. Read the absorbance at 570 D,l against
a reagent blank, and plot a calibrafion curve.
Procedure
Wash the tip o r'_ze,, expe,';meMal leak ,.,:t!_._,a iet'_r_: d;stilled water, collect the
I •
wasntngs in a 100 ml volumetr;c flask, and di[,:te to the mcrk. Analyze 5.0 ml
of the solution as described un3e, s_andara,zaiior,, diluting if necessary. Read
the glycol concentration florn '-:,_ " "_,_,..-calibration curve.
H. Calculation
100 • (glyco! concenh_ytlcn measured)'(dilu.tian fac._or)
O lycol Leak Ra:,e ............... -(-rn'[r__,'Vi _-;;:_.pii-_g_m.__
( )_ gm//mln u re)
/
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ETHYLENE GLYCOL ANALYSIS CALIBRATION CURVE
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